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INTRODUCTION
History
This chapter is intended to give a brief outline of the Raman technique as
implemented in the research described in subsequent chapters. More detailed
descriptions of the theory and experimental details can be found in earlier theses
by members of this research group.
Raman spectroscopy dates from 1928, when in an article to Nature
magazine, C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan(1) described a "New Type of
Secondary Radiation" suggested by A. H. Compton's work with X-Ray
scattering.(2'3)In this work on liquids and dense vapors, three types of
radiation were observed. One, an "unmodified" ray with the same frequency as the
incident beam, was first described by Lord Rayleigh in 1871 and bears his
name.(4)The second and third, known as Raman scattering, are "modified"
(Stokes and anti-Stokes) beams with frequencies less or greater than that of the
incident beam. The frequency differences result from vibrational and rotational
transitions covering the region 3 to 3000 cm-1. In general strong Raman scattered
radiation has an intensity 10-3 that of a Rayleigh scattered beam.(5)
We note also that scattering without a frequency change can occur by other
means. Mie scattering occurs from large centers such as dust particles(6) and
can be very intense, requiring filters and extremely clean samples to prevent its2
interference with Raleigh scattering.Mie scattering is most intense when the
wavelength of the light is comparable to the size of the particle. Another type,
known as Brillouin(7'8) scattering, involves small shifts (on the order of 0.003
to 0.3 cm-1) due to an inelastic collision between an incident photon and a
thermally excited acoustic phonon in which the phonon is destroyed or excited (for
anti-Stokes or Stokes scattering, respectively) and a scattered photon is emitted.
To have an observable Raman signal requires an intense light source and,
although early work successfully used a Hg arc lamp, it was the advent of the laser
in the 1960's that made Raman measurements more feasible and competitive with
infrared spectroscopy. At very high laser intensities coherent (stimulated) Raman
scattering can occur which is much more intense than spontaneous (incoherent)
Raman scattering. A 1962 correspondence by Woodbury and Ng describes an
experiment in which stimulated Raman emission was discovered from a
nitrobenzene filled Kerr cell illuminated with 694.3 nm light from a ruby laser.(9)
Shortly thereafterCoherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) was
demonstrated by Terhune and Maker(10).Until the development of tunable
dye lasers in the 1970's CARS was of limited value due to the monochromatic
nature of the laser radiation. Tunable lasers, however, allowed high power at
virtually limitless frequencies and enabled CARS examination of a wide variety of
molecules.
The CARS technique offers many advantages over conventional Raman
spectroscopy. Signal levels can be 105 times that of conventional Raman signals
and the coherent nature of the signal allows the use of spatial techniques to3
remove unwanted background noise.Fluorescence background is no longer a
problem since the anti-Stokes signal is of higher frequency than either of the input
beams. Signals can even be detected in highly luminous samples such as flames.
The large signal levels allow for low sample pressures (millitorr) and microliter
focal volumes. As with the experiments in this work, high resolution can be
implemented, with no need for monochromators, other than perhaps as a crude
filter to remove stray light. In addition there is a reduction of Doppler broadening
due to the forward nature of the signal beam as opposed to the 90 degree
scattering of conventional Raman studies. Finally, we note that CARS signals can
also be resonantly enhanced when the frequency of the input beams approach an
electronic transition.
Some disadvantages of the technique include the need for expensive
equipment and the necessity for optically transparent samples not easily damaged
by high powered focused laser beams. Low pressures and concentrations, which
can benefit high resolution spectroscopy, also make detection of weak signals
difficult.Difficulties also arise from the non-resonant susceptibility xNR' a
frequency independent background resulting from laser interaction not only with
the sample but also with cell windows and optics. This background changes line
shapes and resonance frequencies. Additional experimental problems arise from
a high sensitivity to instabilities in laser amplitudes, wavelengths and alignment.
Figure 1.1 shows energy level diagrams for several types of Raman
spectroscopy. Figure 1.1a illustrates the spontaneous mechanism of conventional
Raman spectroscopy in which a photon at frequency w1 is converted to co2 when4
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Figure 1.1 Energy level diagrams for several types of Raman spectroscopy.
(a) Spontaneous, (b) SRG, (c) CARS (d) Four wave-mixing.5
the molecule is excited by an amount tflg.1.1b shows the process operating in
stimulated Raman Gain (SRG) spectroscopy where molecules are pumped from
v=0 to v=1 and the 02 intensity grows. 1.1c depicts the mechanism for coherent
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS), used to obtain the vibrational spectra
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.Figure 1.1d represents a slight alteration of this
process of four-wave mixing in which (01* wa modification used in obtaining the
low frequency librational data described in chapter 3.
CARS Theory
An interaction between an electric field and a molecular system can induce
a dipole moment in that system. The dipole moment expressed as P can be
expanded as a power series in electric field
p = p(1)p(2)p(3)
where, to each order,
p = x(1) Ex(2)EEx(3)EEE +
Each term can be written in the general form
(1.2)
P(n) (r, 1)= X(n) (6)1, 6)21 n) E(r, , 1) E(r,2).. E(r,n) (1.3)
Here x(n) is the susceptibility tensor of rank n + 1, and E is the electric field.
The first term, x(1), is the linear susceptibility and characterizes the index
of refraction and the absorption of light.x(2) is the second order susceptibility
which, by symmetry, vanishes in isotropic media such as gases and liquids and in
centrosymmetric crystals like cubic NaCl or CO2. This is true for all higher even6
order susceptibilities.In non-centrosymmetric crystals, such as potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP),x(2) isnonzero and such materials serve as
important electro-optic devices for Q-switching in pulsed lasers and as media for
frequency doubling and frequency differencing at visible and near infrared
wavelengths.
Of most importance to this work is x(3), which is non-zero for all materials.
This has the general form(11,12)
X CARS = X NR E
Nf (
41.32 f6)1 + 612it aftfi (1.4)
The first term, xNR, is a small nonresonant background contribution arising
from the response of the electrons to the applied fields. More important is the
second term, which depends on the number density of the initial and final states
(Ni,Nf), the Raman cross section (aogan)fi, and resonance denominators involving
the difference between the vibration frequencies and the 631-(02 difference
frequency of the lasers which drive the Raman transition. The damping factor it
keeps the resonance finite, F corresponding to the usual Raman line width.
The CARS signal intensity can be calculated from,(11,12)
Aki 256106)32 sin(
Ix 1 M 2 11 12 Z2(
2 2
3 ni2n2n3,4 c/
2
(1.5)
The first factor includes the frequency of the CARS signal, 6)3 and ni, the index
of refraction at each wavelength.x is the CARS susceptibility described in7
equation 1.4 and II and I2 are the time averaged intensities of the electromagnetic
waves. The final factor includes the phase matching factor A k. This is usually one
under experimental conditions where A k is chosen to be zero to insure momentum
conservation and efficient signal growth. The criterion under which this condition
is met is
A k = kp + ks - kp' - kas = 0 (1.6)
k
Pand k
Pare the wave vectors for the pump beams of frequency w1 and ca 1 while
ks is the vector for the tunable Stokes beam and kas is the vector of the anti-
Stokes signal beam.In most cases in our lab, kp = kp, however in the pure
rotational and librational CARS studies done in this work this was not the case.
In CARS work two phase matching geometries are commonly employed,
collinear and folded BOXCARS. Figure 1.2a shows a collinear arrangement in
which both beams propagate in the same direction.Proper use of this
arrangement gives a long beam overlap and high signals, which are particularly
useful in the initial search for solid sample signals. A drawback to this geometry
is the high nonresonant contribution which can be enhanced by long overlap
length. Since CARS signals result wherever the beams overlap, this geometry can
yield nonresonant signals from lenses, sample cell windows, and air along the beam
path. This nonresonant signal can distort the signal line shape, and as much as
possible, should be removed. This can be partially achieved using filters before
the sample to remove signal from lenses and other optics and after the sample to
remove input beams from the signal beam propagating in the same direction.8
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Figure 1.2. Phase matching geometries used with the Oregon State University
medium resolution CARS apparatus. (a) Collinear, (b) Folded boxcars, (c)
three dimensional folded boxcars.9
Alternatively, this nonresonant problem can, for the most part, be overcome
using the BOXCAR geometry of figure 1.2b. As previously discussed a signal can
only be generated at the mutual intersection of the beams. This interaction length
can be restricted to the sample volume by increasing the half-crossing angle of the
pump beams. In the smaller interaction length the signal generated in the sample
is somewhat smaller but the nonresonant signal due to optical elements can be
made negligible since the input beams no longer overlap on them. A modification
of this crossed beam geometry involves creasing along the dotted line to give the
so called "folded BOXCAR" geometry which, in fact, was employed for much of
the work at low Raman shifts, where spatial discrimination of the signal wave was
especially advantageous. Figure 1.2c is a 3D representation of this geometry. This
method has the advantage that the crossed laser beams leads to easy spatial
resolution of the CARS signal, an important feature for discriminating signal from
high background produced by the intense 6)1, (A) l', 6)2beams.10
CHAPTER II
MEDIUM RESOLUTION CARS SYSTEM AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE
STUDY OF ACETYLENE
Introduction
In this chapter,I describe a new medium resolution CARS system
developed at Oregon State University for convenient study of molecules having
linewidths largerthan 0.05 cm-1.The main components of the system are
discussed, along with calibration procedures for the dye laser frequency readout
and also the temperature sensors of the cryostat used for solid phase work.
Spectra of gaseous and solid acetylene are used to illustrate the performance of
the instrument. Acetylene was the molecule chosen to test the system because of
an interest in obtaining accurate frequency and linewidth data for low temperature
crystals to complement gas phase cluster work done previously in this lab. This
molecule has the added benefit of having narrow gas phase linewidths useful for
testing the resolution of the system.Experimental
System Overview
11
Figure 2.1 is a schematic of the new medium resolution CARS system at
Oregon State University. The primary source is a Quanta-Ray DCR Nd:Yag laser
equipped with a Lightwave Electronics S-100 injection seeding system. The 1064
nm light produced by the Quanta-Ray is doubled using a 30 mm deuterated (97%)
KDP crystal and the resulting 532 nm beam is separated from the 1064 nm
infrared beam using a Pe llin Broca prism. For eye safety the infrared beam is
removed by reflection into a beam dump. The remaining green is split using a 2/3
- 1/3 dichroic beam splitter with the 2/3 fraction serving to pump the dye laser.
This passes through a 532 nm halfwave plate to change from vertical to the
horizontal polarization required by the Lumonics Hyperdye-500 tunable pulsed dye
laser. The vertically polarized tunable dye output is reflected to the sample side
of the table. There it is reflected twice with right angle prisms to effect a height
change and a 90° turn, a procedure which changes the polarization back to
horizontal. Finally the dye beam is collimated and expanded through a telescope
and sent through the back side of a 532 nm reflecting dichroic used to combine
dye and 532 nm beams in a collinear fashion.
The 1/3 532 nm beam transmitted through the beam splitter passes through
a beam expanding telescope (to reduce optical damage), and is reflected with a
right angle prism, and 0 degree and 45 degree total reflecting dichroic mirrors. The
prism and two dichroic reflections provide an optical delay to account for theA
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of the Oregon State University medium resolution CARS
apparatus.13
travel time of the 532 nm beam through the dye laser and the consequent delay
in the dye laser output.
A 532 nm reflecting and red transmitting dichroic is used to combine the
green and tunable dye beams in a collinear fashion. The beams are focused into
the sample with a 300 mm focal length lens and the output is recollimated witha
lens of 330 mm focal length. The recollimated beam is sent through 5-59 and 5-60
Corning glass filters to remove all the dye beam and most of thegreen. The
remaining green is removed using a special holographic notch filter obtained from
Kaiser Optical Systems, Incorporated. Appendix A gives a description of 532nm
transmission and damage threshold test measurements performed by this labon
two filters loaned by the company and subsequently purchased. The filter used
with this system is denoted "square" in the appendix.
After the incident beams are removed, the coherent signal is reflected into
a McPherson monochromator and detected using an RCA31034 photomultiplier
tube operating at 1750 V.This signal is sent to a Stanford Research Systems
(SRS) SR250 gated integrator and averager. The integrated signal is amplified
with SRS SR235 and/or home-built RCA 3140 operational amplifiers. A Scientific
Solutions Lab Master board is used to digitize the signal, in conjunction withan
AST 80286 computer.
An iodine fluorescence cell is used as a calibration reference. A small
reflection off the first right angle prism directing the dye beam is usedto
illuminate a small evacuated glass cell containing iodinevapor. The emission is
detected using an RCA IP28A photomultiplier and this signal is integrated and14
amplified using a second SR250 gated integrator and RCA 3140 operational
amplifier. A second Lab Master channel digitizes and imports the signal into the
computer.
Triggering of both integrators and the Lab Master board begins with a
pulse from the Quanta-Ray Q-switch sync output. This pulse is sent toan HP
222A pulse generator set to the minimum delay and width. This generator is used
because of ability to produce TTL pulses. A 5 V pulse is the maximum allowable
for the Lab Master external trigger and is enough to trigger the boxcar integrators.
Appendix B gives a description of the timing diagram for the system.
The Dye Laser
Figure 2.2 is an optical schematic of the Hyperdye-500 pulsed dye laser,
which was the main new feature of this CARS system.This dye laser is
advantageous in its design, which gives high spectral resolution (-0.05 cm-1) and
reasonable dye efficiency (-10-20%).It consists of an oscillator and single
amplifier stage allowing easy alignment and simple operation. The oscillatorstage
consists of a grazing-incidence cavity containing an achromatic four-prism beam
expander, a large 2400 grooves/mm holographic grating, a rotatable tuning mirror,
a dye cell, and an output mirror. Tuning is accomplished using a special worm-
and-wheel rotary drive stage together with a close coupled high-resolution
incremental shaft encoder which records the mirror angle.The drive stage is
turned with a 4000 step/revolution stepper motor givinga spectral step resolution
of about 5 x 10-5 nm or 0.002 cm-1.15
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Figure 2.2. Optical schematic of a Lumonics Hyperdye-500 pulsed dye laser.16
Between the oscillator and amplifier stages is a telescope serving the dual
purpose of beam expansion (to use the available gain volume of the amplifier
efficiently) and collimation.Amplification is made using a Bethune cell(13).
The core of this cell is a standard 45 degree right angle fused silica prism, withan
off center hole through which the dye solution flows. Unfocused light enters the
prism which has a vertical thickness four times the diameter of the hole,as shown
in figure 2.3a. This arrangement allows illumination of the dye from four sides.
The top and bottom paths illuminate the sides of the solution while the front and
back use the middle portion of the beam.Figure 2.3b is a schematic of the
assembled cell showing the light path through the cell. The virtue of this type of
amplifier cell is the good output beam spatial quality.
Sample Preparation
12 fluorescence spectra were obtained of 0.2 torr 12 sealed ina 1.0 cm cell
through which the dye laser beam passed. Gas samples of C2H2were contained
in 10 cm cells with quartz windows and varied inpressure from 760 to 10 torr.
Acetone was removed from the acetylene sample by slowly distilling thegases
through a Matheson 451 charcoal gas purifier.
For solid and liquid samples, a sealed low temperature cellwas made of
a solid copper ring with a 3/4 inch center hole. A 1 inch hole was milled in 2 mm
from both sides to form ledges upon which quartz or sapphire windows rest (figure
2.4). The windows were held down with cover plates and indium sheet cutto rest
on the ledge formed a gasket used to prevent leaks.(a)
(b)
DYE
17
Figure 23. a) End view of dye cell prism. Internal reflections allow all sides to
be pumped. b) Schematic of the assembled dye cell.18
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Figure 2.4 Expanded view of the cryostat tip with low temperature cell attached.
Included is a blow out diagram.19
Solid samples of acetylene were manufactured using two methods.In
method 1, polycrystalline samples were made from the gas phase at temperatures
near 190 K. Acetylene gas was introduced into the cell through a thin stainless
steel tube, inserted and soldered into an entry hole in the upper corner of the
copper cell. The best samples were made when the entire cell was filled with
liquid so as to displace all the vapor. The temperature of the filled cell was
lowered until the sample froze and then was raised to 192 K and left until the
sample annealed and became optically clear. Usual waiting periods were 2-3 days.
The second method involved deposition of the sample as a thin film on the
external face of one of the cell windows. Acetylene gas was slowly deposited
through a spray on tube protruding through one wall of the cryostat. The window
was usually held at 50 K for sample deposition. Samples typically had a frosty
look, but were not thick enough to obstruct or highly scatter the laser light.
The cell was attached to the tip of an ADP Cryogenics HC-4MK1 cryostat
equipped with a Lakeshore 330 Autotuning temperature controller (figure 2.5).
The cooler isa two stage helium filledclosed-cycle refrigeration system.
Temperature control is maintained using a Lakeshore 830 Autotuning controller.
Computer Hardware
A Scientific Solutions Lab Master board controls the Lumonics dye laser,
monochromator, and analog to digital conversion. The low temperature cell uses
an IEEE-488 GPIB board. An AST 80286 computer is interfaced to the system.
Appendix C gives a description and flow diagram of the software interface.Expander Model DE-204 SL
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Figure 2.5Diagram of the ADP Cryogenics HC-4MK1 cryostat with the low
temperature cell.21
Results and Discussion - System Characterization
02 Frequency Calibration
Since the frequencies of CARS signals are determined by the wl- 632
difference, it was necessary to calibrate the w2 dye laser readout and to determine
the ca Nd:YAG frequency. The dye laser was therefore calibrated by obtaining
12 fluorescence spectra which were in turn compared with standard results in the
iodine atlas(14).Figure 2.6 shows a 30 cm-1 scan over the 6)2 region used in
our studies of acetylene, along with a repeat scan of smaller regions on a later
date.This comparison indicates that an accurate determination of absolute
frequency for all peaks is possible and shows excellent day to day dye laser
reproducibility. Several peaks in the regions of interest (figure 8) were compared
to 12 lines obtained from the iodine atlas. The average difference between the
experimental and reference values indicates that a correction of 1.05 ± 0.03 cm-1
must be subtracted from the dye laser readout to obtain correct absolute dye laser
cot frequencies. An additional 12 spectrum in the region 16560 to 16569 cm-1 also
showed an average offset of 1.05 cm-1, so this correction appears to be constant
over this -300cm-1range.
GL) l Frequency Calibration
The frequency of the6) 1source was then tuned by changing the
temperature of the cw injection seed laser until it matched the peak of an 12
absorption in the doubled output range 18787 to 18789 cm-1. Next, to determine1t1
Atlas
`Line
True True-Obs. Frequency
A494216813.8307(4)1.055
B494416814.1938(19)1.036
C494716815.6559(5)1.044
D494816815.9904(10)1.080
E501916835.8233(7)1.017 JlJ F502016835.9892(6)1.031 ABC ID
JJ
16780 16800 16820
Wavenumbers
Figure 2.6. Iodine scans used to calibrate the CARS spectrometer.
16840
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which of 8 lines in this range coI was positioned on, CARS scans were recorded for
gas phase acetylene. Knowledge of w2 and the correct vibrational frequencies of
acetylene (co1 -6)2) then permitted determination of the col frequency with sufficient
accuracy to permit identification of the I2 line to which it had been tuned.
Figure 2.7 shows the five normal modes of acetylene along with their gas
phase vibrational frequencies. For the calibration the v2 CEC stretching mode
was examined since its gas phase Q-branch spectrum has structure which could
serve as a good calibration and resolution test. Also, previous experiments in our
lab had determined solid frequencies of this mode from 10 K to room
temperatureas part of a study of acetylene clusters. These solid phase data were
at low resolution and of uncertain absolute frequency however, so improved higher
resolution data were an objective of this thesis work.
Figure 2.8 displays a gas phase room temperature CARS spectrum obtained
with the Lumonics system for the Q-branch v2 mode of acetylene. Most of the
rotational structure was resolved and the odd J quantum number assignments are
indicated. The obvious intensity alternation merits comment. Acetylene is linear
and symmetrical and belongs to the point group Doh. The ratio of statistical
weights of the symmetric (J odd) and antisymmetric (J even) rotational levels is
I/(I+ 1) for molecules following Fermi statistics(15).In acetylene, the protons
have spin I(H) = 1/2 and the above equation gives a 1 to 3 intensity for the even
versus odd rotational levels. For CARS, signals scale with the square of the state
population and this ratio must be squared so that the J odd lines dominate the
spectrum.H
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Figure 2.7. The five acetylene normal modes.
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Figure 2.8. Room temperature CARS spectrum of the acetylenev2 mode, with
peak assignments. Cell pressure = 20 torr.26
The vibrational-rotational Q-branch transitions for linear molecules in non-
degenerate vibrational levels are given by(15)
Q(J) = vo + (Bi-B1'),T(J+1)(D/-D"),72 (J+1) 2 (2.1)
where ' and " refer to the upper and lower states. For v2 of acetylene the value
of (D ,-D") is very small and the term (D ' -D")J2(J+ 1)2can be neglected. The
values used for v0 and (l3 ,-B") are 1974.317 cm-1 and 6.189x10-3 cm-1
respectively(16) and the calculated frequenciesare given in table 2.1.These
calculated (A) 1 - co2 frequencies were subtracted from various choices of cal values
for comparison with the observed 6)2 measurements, corrected by 1.05 cm-1. The
results, shown in table 2.2, clearly identify the 1108 12 line corresponding to R(106)
34A 0, at 18787.3389 cm-1 to be the line to which cal had been set. Since the width
of this line is about 0.03 cm-1, 0I can be set to about this accuracy. That this is
feasible is confirmed by assuming this frequency for col and using the measured 02
values, after correction, to determine the observed Q-branch frequencies listed in
table 2.1. The obs.-calc. differences are all less than 0.03 cm-1, the best possible
resolution of the dye laser.
System Resolution
A second matter of concern in our CARS measurements was the resolution
capability of the system. Since the Nd:Yag laser was injection seeded, its linewidth
was about 0.003 cm-1, essentially a delta function. The linewidth specification for
the Lumonics dye laser is 0.03 cm-1 (FWHM) and this was tested by examination
of both 12 fluorescence and C2H2 CARS linewidths. Figure 2.9 is a comparison27
Table 2.1. Observed and calculated acetylene v2 Q-branch
frequencies (cm-1).
A vo = 1974.317 cm-1 AB0 = 6.187X10-3 cm-1 (3)
J Calculated Observed Ohs.- Calc.
01974.317
11974.3041974.3280.024
21974.279
31974.2421974.2680.026
41974.193
51974.131 1974.1380.008
61974.057
71973.9701973.9880.019
81973.871
91973.7591973.7880.029
101973.6361973.6380.003
111973.5001973.5080.009
121973.351 1973.3580.007
131973.1901973.2080.018
141973.0171973.0280.012
151972.8311972.8580.027
161972.6331972.6380.005
171972.4231972.4380.016
181972.2001972.2280.029
191971.9651971.9880.024
201971.7171971.708-0.009
211971.4571971.4680.011
221971.1851971.2080.024
231970.9001970.9280.028
241970.6031970.6180.015
251970.2941970.2980.005
261969.9721969.9780.007
271969.6381969.6480.01128
Table 2.2. Comparison of calculated (02 frequencies (cm-1) using iodine atlas lines
1106-1110 with experimentally determined cot 0-branch rotational lines 11-19.
JQ(J)
Calc.
(02
Exp.
Possible choices for 63
1106
18787.1285
1107
18787.2800
1108
18787.3389
1109
18787.8402
1110
18788.3371
111973.5016813.8316813.6316813.7816813.8416814.3416814.84
131973.1916814.1316813.9416814.0916814.1516814.6516815.15
151972.8316814.4816814.3016814.4516814.5116815.0116815.51
171972.4216814.9016814.7116814.8616814.9216815.4216815.91
191971.9716815.3516815.1616815.3116815.3716815.8816816.37
148217802.9309(6)
R(88) 20-0
148117802.8616(14)
R(147) 22-0
148017802.6004(4)
P(84) 20-0
1480 1482
1481
17802.017802.217802.417802.617802.817803.017803.217803.4
Wavenumbers (cm-1)
Figure 2.9. Comparison of 12 spectra obtained with the high (bottom trace) and
medium resolution CARS spectrometers.29
of two iodine linewidths features recorded with the Oregon State University
medium and high (described in chapter 3) resolution CARS spectrometers. The
former is a fluorescence spectrum (top trace) while the latter was done in
absorption (bottom trace). As seen, iodine atlas lines 1481 and 1482 of 0.07 cm-1
difference are unresolved with the medium resolution system, but are completely
separated with the other system. The absorption spectrum obtained at 0.005 cm-1
resolution shows the iodine natural linewidth to be 0.03 cm-1 (FWHM). The
linewidth measured by the Lumonics is 0.10 cm-1, suggesting that the effectivew2
dye laser resolution is about 0.07 cm-1. This exceeds the specification and could
be an indication that more care is needed in optimizing the dye laser for linewidth
performance rather than power. It also could be that some broadening resulted
from saturation of the 12 lines due to excess (62 power from the Lumonics system.
A second measure of linewidth performance comes from the acetylene
spectra of figure 2.8, for which isolated lines J = 11, 13, 15, and 17 give an average
of 0.10 ± 0.03 cm-1. For these transitions, the doppler widths are only 0.003 cm-1.
The expected collisional width versus pressure can be described by F= aP + b
where a = 0.21 cm-1/atm and b = .01 CM-1(17).The cell pressure was not
accurately determined but was about 20 torr. The linewidth calculated for this
pressure is 0.015 cm-1. Thus an instrumental 02 width of about 0.07 cm-1 is again
indicated. We conclude that more care in optimizing the dye laser for linewidth
(at the possible expense of power) is necessary to achieve the highest resolution
with this system.30
Cryostat Calibration
Having characterized the CARS system with gas phase samples, condensed
spectra were acquired at low temperature for comparison with spectra of
molecular clusters formed in a jet expansion obtained in other work. Comparison
of peak frequencies between the two techniques helps determine the cluster
temperature at various positions in the jet and as mentioned earlier, accurate
frequency-temperature determinations for the condensed phase samples were
needed.
At the outset, it was necessary to calibrate the temperature sensing diodes
of the cryostat used to study solids and liquid acetylene at low temperatures. This
was done by measuring vapor pressures when the sealed component of the cold
cell contained liquid and vapor phases of hydrogen, neon, and nitrogen. These
easily measured pressures were then used to calculate temperatures from the
Antoine vapor pressure equation using constants from B.J. Zwolinski, et al.(18)
(Table 2.3).
t B C A -Logio p
(2.2)
Pressure units are torr and temperature was in °C.These gases were chosen
because they cover the low temperature range of interest.
Figure 2.10 shows the temperatures measured with the two diode sensors,
placed at upper and lower positions on the cryocell, compared to those calculated
from the vapor pressure using equation 7.As the figure shows, average31
differences between upper diode and the vapor data are quite small (average=
0.39 K). At temperatures above 90 K upper and lower readings are essentially the
same. There is, however, a temperature gradient across the cell which increases
as the temperature decreases, due to inefficient thermal conduction to the source
of cooling at the top. The average gradient between the two diodes is 0.68, 1.6,
1.9 K, for nitrogen, neon and hydrogen ranges respectively. Table 2.3 presents
figure 2.10 results in tabular form.32
Table2.3.Observedandcalculatedcryostatcell
temperatures.
Pressure Temperature
Torr Kelvin
LowerUpperCalculated
Hydrogen76 17.6 14.9 14.48
228 19.5 17.5 16.82
836 23.0 21.0 20.59
2333 26.6 25.0 24.80
5700 31.2 30.0 29.94
Nitrogen114 64.7 64.0 64.22
334 71.2 70.5 71.01
806 78.0 77.3 77.86
1262 82.6 82.0 81.95
Neon 342 26.8 25.0 24.68
395 27.2 25.5 25.07
479 27.7 26.0 25.62
654 28.7 27.0 26.58
661 28.6 27.0 26.61
889 28.0 27.60
1140 30.5 29.0 28.49
1482 31.4 30.0 29.50
2166 33.0 31.5 31.11
Constants
HydrogenNitrogenNeon
A5.8146 6.494 6.084
B66.7945 255.68 78.38
C275.65 266.55 270.5590
80
70
30
Nitrogen
Neon
Hydrogen
A
20
10
0 2000
Pressure (tort)
4000
Calculated ° Lower diode° Upper diode
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Figure 2.10. Cryostat calibration showing temperatures measured for the cell top
and bottom, along with curves calculated from measured vapor pressures.34
Results and Discussion- Solid Phase Measurements
Phase Transition Temperature
Having calibrated the CARS spectrometer and the cryocell, spectra of
acetylene were then recorded as a function of temperature. Solid acetylene exists
in two phases, designated alpha for the higher temperature phase and beta for the
lower.Literature values place the phase transition between the two at 133
K(19), howeverwe found it to be somewhat higher, 137.5 K. Our measure of
the transition was a change in optical clarity which always occurred between 138
and 137 K in the direction of decreasing temperature. A reversal of this direction
did not lead to a sharp transition since the sample remained cloudy above 137.5
°C even after sitting for several hours. (Some claritywas regained by raising the
temperature to 190 K and allowing the sample to sit four hours.) Despite this
hysteresis effect, and because calibration data indicate a temperature uncertainty
of less than 0.5 K, we believe our value of 137.5 K is the correct phase transition
temperature.
The alpha phase contains four molecules per unit cell and has thesame
cubic structure as CO2 or N2. As shown in the basal plane view of figure 2.11a,
acetylene molecules point out of the plane along alternating cube diagonal
directions. In this configuration there can be easy transition from the alpha to the
orthorhombic beta phase (figure 2.11b) by simply rotating each molecule into the
basal plane.This rotation allows a transition with a minimum change in cell
dimensions. Structural data on the low temperature phase is not available at this35
time, however neutron powder diffraction studies have been done for acetylene-
d2(20).For the cubic phase, the unit cell length is 6.091 A with bond lengths
C-C, 1.178 A and C-H, 1.043 A. The orthorhombic phase of acetylene-d2 has
lattice parameters, a = 5.564, b = 6.001, c = 6.188 and bond lengths CF:- C, 1.194
A, and C-D, 1.085 A(20'21).Spectral correlation diagrams (figure 2.12) of both
phases show the v2 mode of each phase will show 2 Raman active peaks(22).
The alpha or cubic phase has peaks of Ag and Tg symmetry while the betaor
orthorhombic phase has peaks of Ag and B3g symmetry.
In this study no spectral information was obtained on the alpha phase. Due
to its high vapor pressure, the alpha phase was formed from the liquid in the
cryocell.It was found that both the liquid and the alpha phase solid werevery
sensitive to laser power and the samples quickly charred beyond use. In an effort
to circumvent this problem, the laser power was reduced and neutral density filters
were used to reduce focused laser power on the crystal but the CARS signals were
then very low and the samples still burned. Time constraints prevented solving
this problem, but any future efforts might benefit from an increase in beam spot
size (defocusing) so that a larger sample volume would be probed.
Greater success was had in studies of the orthorhombic phase, from 10 to
90 K.These samples were formed as thin films as described in method 2.
Apparently the small sample thickness and the lower temperatures decreased the
probability of optical damage. Figure 2.13 shows a series of v2 spectra for this
phase from 10 to 90 K. Both Ag and B3g components wereseen to shift as a
function of temperature and the peak maxima and linewidthswere deduced by(a)
(b)
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Figure 2.11.Diagram of solid acetylene crystal structure.(a) Cubic, (b)
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Figure 2.12. Correlation diagram for the cubic and orthorhombic phases ofsolid
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Figure 2.13. A series of CARS spectra for orthorhombic acetylene at nine
temperatures.39
using a program adapted from R. Palmer(23) and described by Triggs et
a1(24).The results are listedin table 2.4 along with earlier frequencies
measured by K. Lee(25).
Both Ag and B3g modes are significantly lower -24 and 15 cm-1,
respectively, than for "free" C2H2 in the gas phase. This relatively large shift is
likely a consequence of the strong "H-bonding" interaction of the C =C bonding
electrons with the nearest neighbor protons, which point directly toward the center
of the CEC bonds. This planar T-shaped geometry for nearest neighbor C2H2
pairs in the orthorhombic solid is in fact the most stable form for thegas phase
dimer(26).
The A
gand B3g modes shift to higher frequencies slightly as the
temperature increases (figure 2.14).This trend is consistent with a slight
weakening of the "H-bond" as the lattice expands.Similar behavior had been
noted by Lee in her earlier measurements but, as seen in the figure, the
frequencies are slightly lower. Because of the care in calibration, the current data
are believed to be more reliable.
The splitting of the Ag and B3g modes also decreases as temperature
increases (figure 2.15). This splitting is a direct consequence of the intermolecular
coupling between acetylene molecules in the unit cell.It would be expected to
decrease as the lattice expands, approaching zero in the limit of freegas phase
molecules. It is note- worthy that this splitting shows an obvious curvature which
can be attributed mainly to the nonlinear shift of the Ag component with
temperature.0 20 40 60
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Figure 2.14. Peak positions vs temperature for the acetylenev2 orthorhombic
crystal.9.1
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Figure 2.15. Splitting of acetylene v2 Bag and Ag modes.
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The linewidths (FWHM) of both Ag and Bag peaks were comparable, 0.27
±0.02 cm-1, after a system resolution of 0.07 cm-1 had been subtracted. The
temperature variation (figure 2.16) of this was negligible over the 10-90 K range
investigated. This is somewhat surprising since an increase with temperature is
expected if the width derives from coupling of the internal vibrational modes to
the lattice. This suggests that an appreciable fraction of the linewidthmay derive
instead from an inhomogeneous distribution of "sites" for acetylene, due to crystal
imperfections such as impurities, holes, grain boundaries, etc.
As stated earlier, one of the objectives of this work was to establish the
temperature dependence of the spectral features of bulk materials to serve as
reference points for deducing temperature of 10-100 nm sized clusters formed in
free jets. Table 2.5 thus summarizes a fitting of the data of table 2.4 in the form
of a polynomial series y = a + bT + cT2. Thec parameter was found to be
unjustified (by a 95% confidence F-level test) except for the case ofv (B3g-Ag).0.5
0.4
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Figure 2.16. Linewidths(FWHM) as a function of temperature for acetylenev2.44
Table 2.4.Temperature (K) dependence of orthorhombic v2
frequencies (cm-1) and linewidths (FWHM). Upper data are from
this study and for comparison results from K. Lee(13)
.
TempB3g
FWHM
AgB3g-AgB3gAg
This work
901959.791951.408.390.230.26
801959.731951.178.560.260.26
701959.641950.978.670.280.26
601959.591950.868.730.260.26
501959.551950.718.840.270.26
401959.511950.618.900.280.28
301959.491950.568.930.280.30
201959.461950.528.940.280.26
101959.461950.528.940.260.23
Reference 13
911959.61950.8 8.8
811959.61950.7 8.9
701959.51950.4 9.1
601959.51950.3 9.2
511959.41950.3 9.1
381959.41950.0 9.4
291959.21950.0 9.2
171959.21949.9 9.3
Table 2.5. Results of least squares fits to the data. Data
were fit to the function Y = a + bT + cT2, where c was
justified in only one case.
a(cm-1) b(cm-1/K)c(cm-1/K2)
B3g 1959.37(3) 0.0042(4)
A
g 1950.27(10)0.0109(13)
B3sAg 8.91(2) 0.0036(9)-0.0001(8)
Y -133g 0.28(1) 0.0003(1)
YAg 0.26(1) 0.00003(25)45
CONCLUSION
In this study we have shown the effectiveness of the new medium resolution
CARS system. The dye laser has been calibrated and shown to have a effective
resolution of about 0.07 cm-1 and the cryostat a temperature accuracy of ± 0.5 K.
Although not discussed, considerable time was spent interfacing the system toa
personal computer for easy manipulation of the dye laser and monochromator,
and to improve data acquisition (see Appendix B for details). This new CARS
system gave the ability to make accurate frequency and linewidth measurements
for the orthorhombic phase of the acetylene v2 mode and these were analyzed to
provide reference values for gas phase cluster work.In a broader sense, it is
expected that this system will be very useful in a variety of future gas, liquid and
solid phase measurements.46
CHAPTER III
CARS STUDIES OF CONDENSED PHASES OF CARBON DIOXIDE
Introduction
The investigation of the formation and properties of molecular clusters has
been a major effort recently in our lab. The work in this chapter was motivated
by the need to obtain an accurate measure of CO2 frequencies for bulk liquid and
solid samples at various temperatures.These data, like those obtained for
acetylene in chapter II, are needed for comparisons of these frequencies and
lineshapes to those obtained for jet cluster samples. Such comparisons allowone
to deduce temperatures at various distances from the nozzle tip and are of interest
in determining the variation in properties of nanoclustersas the size is reduced so
that an appreciable fraction of the molecules reside on the surface of the
aggregate. Accurate equilibrium phase data are also of inherent value in providing
data useful in testing models of the intermolecular forces which produce
condensed phases.
Carbon dioxide has four normal modes of vibration (figure 3.1), of which
only v1, the symmetric stretch, is Raman active. CO2 is unusual in thatv1 (1340
cm4) and the 2v2overtone bend (2 x 665 cm-1) occur at very nearly the same
frequency. When two energy levels of the same symmetryare close in frequency,
there is an interaction which mixes the corresponding states. This perturbation for
CO2 was first noticed and described by Enrico Fermi(27,28)and is known as
Fermi resonance. In polyatomic molecules anharmonic terms of the potential47
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Figure 3.1 Diagram of the types and frequencies of CO2 vibrational modes.48
energy are responsible for the perturbation to the closely lying levels and cause the
them to move apart. One is shifted to higher frequency and the other to lower
frequency and the two transitions to them from the ground statecan not really be
distinguished as v1 or 2v2, since the vibrational modes are mixed. For labelling
purposes in this chapter the CO2 band occurring at 1285.4087 cm-1 will be
designated 2v2 (ft) and 1388.1847 cm-1 as v1 (14)(29).
In solid materials one can distinguish between internal molecular vibrations
(vibrons) and crystal lattice vibrations (phonons) due to molecular translation and
rotation (librations). Carbon dioxide crystallizes in a face centered cubic structure
with each of the cylindrically-shaped molecular units pointing parallel toone of the
four cube diagonals, giving a cell with Th6 symmetry(30) anda cubic unit cell
lattice parameter of a = 5.583 A(31).The correlation diagram of the cubic
crystal and the free molecular motions is shown below(32).
The four molecules in this unit cell can vibrate together with different relative
phases, producing three Raman active bands, the E T (out of phase) and T ± g,g g
(in phase) librational modes.49
Splittings in the vibrons can also occur due to interactions between adjacent
molecules inthe unit cell of the crystal.Each Fermi diad component of the
vibron modes has such "factor group" components. These were observed for f-/_
in this study, however the frequencies and peak widths of Si+ were such that the
factor group components were not resolvable.These data, along with high
resolution CARS results for gas and liquid phases of CO2, are presented in this
chapter.Experimental
System Overview
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Figure 3.2 is diagram of the high-resolution vibrational CARS system
available at Oregon State University and which is described in detail in the thesis
of K. Brown(33).The main 532 nm beam for the instrument comes from a
seeded single-mode Quanta Ray DCR Nd:Yag laser described in chapter 2.
Quartz beam splitters divide this output to provide energy foran wi beam to
pump the Raman transition and to amplify the power of the tunable cw Stokes
beam. A Coherent 699-29 ring dye laser pumped with a Coherent Inova 90 Argon
ion laser provides the tunable dye beam (6)2) which is amplified usinga 3 cell
amplifier chain containing Rhodamine 6G dye.The first two stages are
transversely pumped and the final stage is end pumped. A 300 mm lens then
focuses the w1 and w2 beams into the sample cell.
Discrimination of the coherent (1)3 = 26)1- 6)2 signal arising in the sample
cell from the green beam was accomplished using a combination of spatial and
holographic notch filtering. A McKee Pederson monochromator allowed spectral
filtering and a Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube served as detector. The analog
signal was integrated, amplified and digitized using an SRS gated integrator and
an Apple computer which is part of the ring dye laser system.
Figure 3.3 shows a variant of the system used to examine low frequency
librational modes of solid CO2.It differs from figure 3.2 by the addition of a
second amplifier chain which serves to pump a cw 568 nm beam froma single-Ai laser
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Figure 3.2 Diagram of the high-resolution vibrational CARS system.
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Figure 3.3 Diagram of the high-resolution system used to examine CO2 low
frequency librational modes.53
mode krypton ion laser. Here the yellow beam drives the Raman transition and
the 532 nm beam serves to generate the anti-Stokes 633 frequency in thegreen.
For low frequency shifts, several "tricks" were necessary to discriminate the weak
6)3 signal from the scattered 6)1 light. For the four-wave mixing scheme employed
in this setup, the polarization of the krypton ion and 532 nm beams were rotated
90 degrees with respect to the tunable dye beam. The633 signal beam was
generated to the blue of 532 nm and with polarization orthogonal to 532nm.
Thus a Glan-Thompson polarizer inserted between the sample celland
monochromator allowed discrimination against scattered 532 nm light and reduced
background noise by a factor of four or more.This noise was decreased an
additional factor of ten by improving the linear polarization of the 532 nm beam
with the insertion of a Glan-Thompson polarizer before the sample cell. Finally,
further filtering was achieved by temperature tuning the Nd:YAG seeder crystal
such that the doubled frequency coincided with an iodine absorption line. In this
way residual 532 nm light was removed using a 20 cm cell containing iodine vapor
to serve as a super sharp band pass filter.
Sample Preparation
All vapor samples were studied at 10 to 760 torr in a 10 cm cell. Liquid
samples were produced by condensing gaseous CO2 at about 6 atmospheres
pressure to liquid in a cell cooled to about 223 K using an APD Cryogenics HC4
cryostat equipped with a Lake Shore Cryotronics Model 330 temperature
controller. The copper cell had a sample chamber of 1 inch radius by 1 mm width54
interior and had 2 mm thick sapphire or quartz windows sealed to thecopper by
indium gaskets. Both the cell and low temperature refrigeration unitare the same
as described in chapter 2.
The production of clear crystalline samples requiredcare and patience.
Cloudy solid samples resulted when the liquid filled cell was cooled to about 5
degrees below the 217 K melting point but these cleared when the samplewas
then warmed to 0.2 to 0.5 degrees below the phase transition and held there for
a period of three days. After three days of annealing the crystal was then slowly
cooled at a rate of 1 degree per 5 minutes using a portion of theprogram
described in appendix C. This cooling procedure resulted in samples whichwere
optically clear except at the lowest (-8 K) temperatures, where some cracking and
a slight cloudiness was observed.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Gas
55
Room temperature gas phase Q-branch spectra of v1 and 2v2 at 1 atm. are
shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively and served as calibration checks for the
condensed phase measurements.Although not very well resolved at high
pressure,one can see evidence in the v 1 mode of rotational Q-branch structure
occurring at 1388.178, 1388.184 and 1388.197 cm-1. Later experiments in our lab
at lower pressures resolved these as three peaks and calculated spectra showed
them to result from a complex pattern of J = 0 to 40 transitions(34).In the
2v2 region no evidence of rotational structure was observed at one atmosphere
although it can be clearly discerned at 10 torr and at high resolution. Since the
v1 gas phase line is exceptionally sharp, its known frequency, 1388.184 CM-1(29'34),
was used to determine the wi Nd:YAG frequency. This was done by calculating
the frequency of 6)1 from the sum of v1 + co2, where the latter was obtained from
the ring dye laser wavemeter which was calibrated against 12 lines.co I was
calculated to be 18788.444 cm-1.
All CARS spectra were least squares fit to Lorentzians using the Jandel
program PEAKFIT.Figure 3.6 displays representative output for this fitting
procedure as applied to the room temperature gas phase v1 peak. In this figure
the solid line represents the best Lorentzian fit to the data. Table 3.1 displays the
tabular output. The data presented in this chapter have all been fit in this fashion
and the standard errors shown correspond to ninety-five percent confidence limits.56
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Figure 3.41 atm. room temperature gas phase spectrum of the CO2 v1
symmetric stretch.
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Figure 3.51 atm. room temperature spectrum of the CO2 2v2 overtone.57
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Figure 3.6. Typical output from the Jandal Scientific fittingprogram. Data is the
v1 peak of gas phase CO2.
Table 3.1.Results obtained for the room temperature gas phasev1 frequency
using the Jandel PEAKFIT program.
Peak#1 Lorentzian
PkAmplPkCtrWid@HMArea
0.878314 1388.181 0.021084 0.028053
XL @HMXR @HMCtr-XL@HM
1388.17055 1388.19163 0.01057691
Parm Value
Ampl0.87831428
Ctr 1388.18113
Widl0.01058573
Std Error
0.01278001
0.00018651
0.0002373
t-value
68.7256424
7442958.49
44.6097055
Ctr-XR@HM
0.01050707
95% Confidence Limits
0.085319270.90343588
1388.180761388.18149
0.010119270.01105218
Background Order = 1Area = 0.80083127677863
ParmValue Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits
a58.061566531.03448261.87087271-2.9427593119.065892
b-0.04180810.02235627-1.8700826-0.08575370.000213753
Std Error for Curve = 0.04339996552r2= 0.9447993825
Source Sum of SquaresDFMean Square F
Regr12.798673
Error0.74777213
Total13.54645
4 3.1996682 1698.74
3970.001883557
40158
Additionally there is an absolute instrumental frequency uncertainty of 0.005 cm-1.
The frequency obtained for the very sharp v1 band (1388.181 cm-1) comparesvery
well to the frequency obtained in reference 29 (1388.1847 cm-1).It also agrees
with a value obtained later in our lab by pinning(il 1 to a known 12 line and
obtaining the frequency experimentally (average of 1388.184(5)(34) for five
measurements).
Liquid
Figure 3.7, shows a series of liquid CO2 spectra, for the 2v2 mode, fora
temperature range of 208 to 233 K, corresponding to vapor pressures of 3.4 to 10
atm. The 218 K spectrum was taken using the apparatus described above. The
five other spectra were taken with a system based on a Cooper-LaserSonics
MY34-10 Nd:Yag laser as the source for till and a Quanta-Ray pulsed dye laser
for the tunable w2. The instrumental resolution of this system is approximately
0.25 cm-1.Figure 3.8 shows the (more limited) spectra for thev1 mode as
obtained with the high resolution system. For both modes, widthsare large (-1.0
cm-1) andare not resolution limited.
Table 3.2 gives the frequencies and linewidths for the 2v2 andv1 modes of
the liquid. The data show no significant linewidth changesover the temperature
range examined. The frequency shifts are also small, but do suggest a 0.6 cm-1
shift between the three spectra at temperatures below the 216.55 K triple point
and those above. It is possible this shift is real and can be attributed tosomeI 11111111111111
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Figure 3.7 CARS spectra of liquid CO2.The 218 K spectrum was obtained at
a higher point density with the high-resolution system.1381 1383 1385
Raman shift (cm-1 )
Figure 3.8 CO2 v1 liquid spectra.
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Table 3.2.Liquidfrequenciesand
linewidths (FWHM) in cm-1 for the
Fermi diad components 2v2 and v1.
Temperatures are in Kelvin.
Temp A
g
(K)
Y
2v2
2331278.81(2)1.80(8)
2231279.07(4)2.01(14)
2181278.94(2)1.80(7)
2131278.33(4)1.95(14)
2101278.29(3)2.26(12)
2081278.33(3)1.90(11)
vi
2181384.70(4)1.7(2)
2161384.73(6)1.3(3)
a 95% confidence limits are given
in parentheses in this and all
subsequent tables.62
initial ordering of the supercooled liquid prior to freezing and further studies of
this might be warranted.
Solid - 2v2 region
Figure 3.9 displays spectra of the 2v2 (fl_) mode for the cubic solid and
the measured frequencies and linewidths are given in table 3.3.The spectra
clearly show the Ag and Tg factor group components to be distinguishable up to
133 K.The band profiles were fit to Lorentzian lineshapes in the manner
described previously. Both components fit well to this lineshape, however a small
asymmetry of the tail extending to lower frequency of the Tg component is
observed. This asymmetry has also been noted in an earlier spontaneous Raman
study by Ranson(35).Above 133 K peak widths can not be accurately
determined for the T component which overlaps the Ag modes. Although A Tg
g Ag
frequencies above this temperature are presented, broadening due to the Tg
shoulder will certainly cause a slight shift to higher frequency.
A plot of the transition frequencies along with two results from reference
36 are presented in figure 3.10. Values of Ranson at two temperatures are also
shown and these average 0.3 cm-1 higher then our data for both components. Due
to our higher resolution and calibration procedure, we believe our absolute
frequencies are more reliable. The frequencies of both factor group components
are lower than the gas phase frequency by about 10 cm-1, about half the shift seen
for acetylene (chapter II). This is an indication that the intermolecular bonding
is weaker for CO2, a feature further supported by the much smaller factor group
splitting seen for CO2 (-0.4 cm-1) vs C2H2 (9 cm-1). As for C2H2, the CO2Temperature Peak Frequencies
(K) (cm -1)
217
203
183
163
133
113
93
73
53
33
9
,,..._._,k..____
Ag Tg
1276.94
1276.81
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Figure 3.9 A series of solid 2v2 vibrations.
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Table 33. Frequencies and linewidths (FWHM) in cm-1 for the Fermi diad
component 2v2. Temperatures are in Kelvin.
Temp A
g Y Tg Y -A T
gg
217
213
203
193
183
1276.936(12)
1276.903(8)
1276.810(9)
1276.806(10)
1276.541(21)
0.979(56)
0.844(34)
0.721(41)
0.708(43)
0.473(65)
1731276.447(10)0.490(27)1276.814(38)0.40(13)0.367
1631276.355(8)0.424(26)1276.735(44)0.23(16)0.380
1531276.251(8)0.367(25)1276.575(35)0.19(13)0.324
1331276.053(6)0.349(23)1276.401(29)0.16(10)0.348
1231275.967(4)0.244(15)1276.325(25)0.16(9)0.358
1131275.873(5)0.255(16)1276.223(16)0.09(5)0.350
1031275.801(4)0.264(16)1276.151(9)0.12(3)0.350
931275.714(4)0.232(13)1276.079(7)0.08(2)0.364
831275.644(4)0.165(12)1275.998(8)0.07(2)0.354
731275.578(3)0.136(8) 1275.934(7)0.06(2)0.356
731275.578(6)0.104(22)1275.928(24)0.06(10)0.350
631275.512(4)0.079(12)1275.877(18)0.04(6)0.365
631275.540(1)0.072(3)1275.894(5)0.06(2)0.355
571275.475(1)0.077(5)1275.839(8)0.05(3)0.365
531275.460(1)0.054(2)1275.826(3)0.04(1)0.366
501275.443(1)0.069(2)1275.811(4)0.04(1)0.368
431275.445(1)0.050(4)1275.812(9)0.04(3)0.367
431275.408(1)0.066(3)1275.778(5)0.03(1)0.370
361275.389(1)0.055(3)1275.765(4)0.02(2)0.376
331275.436(1)0.046(2)1275.806(4)0.03(1)0.370
291275.377(1)0.052(3)1275.752(4)0.02(1)0.375
231275.422(1)0.039(2)1275.789(4)0.03(1)0.367
221275.362(1)0.037(2)1275.740(5)0.02(1)0.377
221275.385(1)0.046(3)1275.757(3)0.02(1)0.372
151275.366(1)0.040(2)1275.738(4)0.02(1)0.372
91275.369(1)0.013(1)1275.743(5) 0.374
81275.372(1)0.038(2)1275.744(2)0.01(1)0.3721275.0[1111[11111
0 40 80 120 160 200
Temperature (K)
Figure 3.10 2v2 vibrational frequencies.
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frequencies increase with temperature and the splitting (figure 3.11) decreases,
presumably because the lattice expands with increasing temperature and the
coupling between molecules decreases.
Experimental linewidths plotted as a function of temperature are shown in
figure 3.12, along with data from Ranson(37) for comparison.In general, the
agreement is good, although our measured widths are somewhat larger, especially
at low temperatures. This is an indication of somewhat poorer crystal quality.It
is apparent that the linewidths are a sensitive function of temperature, increasing
by more than an order of magnitude in going from 8 to 173 K. The width is less
than a third that of C2H2 at temperatures below 90 K, again an indication of
weaker coupling of the internal oscillator states to those of the lattice.The
continued decrease in width down to -0.01 cm-1 at our temperature limit of 8 K
is consistent with a relaxation dephasing mechanism involving energy exchange
with thermally populated lattice vibrations.As discussed by Ranson(37), the
nonlinear temperature dependence of the widths can be attributed to three and
four phonon relaxation processes.
v1 region
Figure 3.13 shows a series of CARS spectra for the v1 (a+) mode in the
temperature range 9 K to 175 K.As with the 2v2 vibron, two factor group
components exist for this mode but the coupling of molecular vibrations in the unit
cell appears to be weaker for this motion and the components occur at almost the
same frequency.Ouillon(36)hasdemonstratedthisby separatingthe
components through their different polarization behaviors. Specifically, the Ag0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
V `;709 Ov000
o000s0
V
0
0
0.This work
v Ranson et al.
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Figure 3.11 Temperature dependence of the 2v2 factor group splitting.68
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Figure 3.12 2v2 linewidth temperature dependence.1382.00 1383.00 1384.00 1385.00
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Figure 3.13 A series of v1 solid spectra.
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component is polarized while the Tg component is depolarized so that the latter
appears with greater relative intensity in a vertical-horizontal (VH) scattering
measurement. A VV scattering geometry, such as used in our CARS system,
yields spectra with contributions from both components, but with the Ag
component much more intense. Since Ouillon had obtained identical frequencies
for each component, we did not attempt a VH experiment and our measured
frequency is attributed to the Ag in table 3.4. A plot of this frequency versus
temperature is presented in figure 3.14.
Itis noteworthy that the frequency of the v1 mode decreases with
increasing temperature and moves away from the gas phase value of 1388.18 cm-1.
This trend is opposite that observed for C2H2 and for the 2v2 mode of CO2. This
unusual behavior can be rationalized in terms of a sensitive change of the Fermi
resonance interaction between v1 and 2v2 as the initial unperturbed levels move
with temperature.In particular, the observed shifts suggest that the repulsion
between the v1 and 2v2 levels decreases with increasing temperature so that v1
drops while 2v2 increases.
Linewidth data presented for the v1 mode (figure 3.15 and table 3.4) is
mainly due to the strong Ag (Si+) component but includes a small contribution
from the weak T
gfactor group component for the reasons stated above. Its large
value, compared to that for the 2v2 (11_) components is quite striking. Ranson et
a[.(37)associate the narrow width of the Si_ components to a long lifetime of the
upper states due to inefficient decay of vibron energy.The mechanism for
relaxation is attributed to excitation of localized impurity levels plus a latticeI
Table 3.4.Frequenciesandlinewidths
(FWHM) incm-1forthe Fermidiad
component v1. Temperatures are in Kelvin.
Temp A
g Y
1751383.73(2)1.20(12)
1501383.77(3)0.78(12)
1001383.80(1)0.81(6)
501383.82(1)0.48(4)
91383.83(1)0.78(4)
I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1
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Figure 3.14 v1 peak frequency temperature dependence.
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Figure 3.15 v1 linewidth temperature dependence.73
phonon as well as to pure dephasing processes involving energy exchange or
fluctuations within the thermal bath. Such will also occur for the higher v1 Si+
mode but, in addition, relaxation can occur by creation of two v2 vibrons plus one
or two lattice phonons. Such a process is less likely for II_ since it would require
destruction of a lattice phonon, a process feasible only at higher temperatures.
Thus the strong temperature dependence of the 2v2 linewidth and its absence for
v 1 is understandable.
Solid Librations
Crystalline CO2 possesses seven optical lattice modes, three of which are
Raman active librations.In this work the E
g g and T modes were studied at six
temperatures as shown in figure 3.16. A third feature at 130 cm-1 was too weak
to see. The spectra reveal a slight decrease in frequency and an increase in the
linewidths for both modes with increasing temperature. These trends are shown
in detail in figures 3.17 and 3.18 respectively, along with results from references 38
and 39. Our frequency measurements are in very good agreement with those
obtained previously, however our linewidth results are significantly larger than
those of Ranson et al(38). This can be attributed to better crystal quality in their
studies than in the crystals grown in the present work. It is interesting to note that
linewidth measurements are much more sensitive to imperfect crystals than are the
frequency measurements. A compilation of the results for figures 3.16 through
3.18 is given in table 3.5.Eg
A
k
1
,
Peak Freq.
cm-1
Temp.
K
Peak Freq.
cm-1
74.02 55.0 92.23
74.48 45.1 92.75
74.57 37.0 93.05
74.73 28.4 93.20
74.85 15.0 93.32
74.84 7.8 93.34
Tg
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A
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Figure 3.16 A series of frequencies for the Eg and T
glattice libration features at
several temperatures.100
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Figure 3.17 Libration frequency temperature dependence.
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Figure 3.18.Eg and Tg librational linewidth (FWHM) temperature
dependence.
Table 3.5. Frequencies and linewidths (FWHM) in cm-1
for the E
gand T librational modes. Temperatures are
.
in Kelvin.
TempEg Y Ti
5574.02(4)0.93(20)92.23(7)1.99(46)
4574.48(5)1.23(32)92.75(7)1.33(39)
3774.57(3)0.56(14)93.05(7)0.84(33)
3074.73(1)0.56(6)93.20(2)0.46(7)
1574.85(1)0.34(7)93.32(2)0.45(7)
7.574.84(1)0.33(2) 93.34(1)0.33(5)77
The two solid lines shown in figure 3.17 are calculated from least squares
fits to functions of the type Y = a + bT + cT2 where Y equals v or y. In some
cases, F level tests showed the c parameter to be unjustified and it was omitted.
Since, ultimately all the data presented in this chapter are to be compared with
results obtained in jet expansion experiments all received this type of fitting. A
tabulation of the coefficients for each phase and the various factor group
components are presented in table 3.6.78
Table 3.6. Coefficients for polynomial fits to CO2 data.
Data were fit to Y = a + bT + cT2 where Y equals v or y.
Factor
ComponentModeMotion
a
Constants
b(x103) c(x103)
A
g v1Vibration1383.828(6)0.051(18)-0.0034(9)
A
g v1 y 0.6(2) 3(1)
A
g 2v2Vibration*1272.6(3) 28(12)
A
g 2v2 Y
*
3.9(2) -8(8)
A
g 2v2Vibration1275.33(3) 1.5(4) 0.028(2)
Ag 2v2 y 0.05(4) -0.7(5) 0.020(2)
Tg 2v2Vibration1275.73(2) 0.3(3) 0.035(2)
Tg 2v2 y 0.03(2) -0.7(4) 0.013(2)
Tg Ag 2v2Vibration0.37(1) -0.13(5)
Eg 2v2Libration75.1(1) -16(4)
Eg 2v2 y 0.2(2) 12(27) 0.07(4)
Tg 2v2Libration93.7(2) -22(5)
Tg 2v2 y 0.6(1) -31(12) 1.05(2)
* Liquid phase79
CHAPTER IV
MODELING OF CARBON DIOXIDE CLUSTER PROPERTIES
Introduction
In this chapter the measurements on solid phase CO2 in chapter IIIare
used to determine the temperature and size of solid clusters produced in several
free jet expansions. Features of models to describe the cooling of the clustersare
explored and mean sizes for the clusters formed in two expansionsare deduced.
The jet data are those obtained previously by Kirk Brown(33) and consist of 19
spectra of neat CO2 and 14 scans of a dilute mixture of 10% CO2 in He. They
correspond to spectra taken at jet positions of X/D= 1 to 20, with representative
traces shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. Here X is the distance of the sample volume
from the nozzle and D the diameter of the nozzle whichwas 0.20 mm. The
method of obtaining the jet spectra is discussed in the thesis of Kirk Brown(33) and
details of the experiment are presented there.
Determination of Cluster Temperature
As mentioned previously, linewidth measurementsare much more sensitive
to crystal preparation than are frequency measurements. Because the ultra fast
cooling conditions of jet expansions do not promote slow, controlled crystal growth,
the cluster linewidths are generally 2-3 times those of bulk solids.Accordingly
attempts to use linewidths to deduce cluster temperatures and sizes have not been
fruitful. Instead, the temperature of the cluster at each X/D position in the jetwasIIIIIIIIiiIIIIiiiili
1275.5 1276.0 1276.5 1277.0
Raman shift (cm-1)
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Figure 4.1 A series of spectra for CO2 clusters formed ina jet expansion of
neat CO2 at 27 atm and 298 K.81
II iIIIIIIIi
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Figure 4.2 A series CO2 cluster spectra formed inan expansion mixture of
10% CO2 in He at 28 atm and 273 K.82
deduced from the measured 2v2 frequency of the cluster using the frequency-
temperature relation determined for the bulk solid. This procedure is reasonable
if the clusters are large enough to exhibit equilibrium phase properties but might
be questioned for aggregates containing less than perhaps 1000 molecules. In fact
however, the work of Torchet et a/. (40), has shown that CO2 clusters containing
only a few hundred molecules have electron diffraction patterns similar to those
of the bulk.Since, as discussed later, analysis suggests thatour clusters are
considerably larger, we believe our procedure for determining cluster temperatures
is valid.
The 2v2 frequency for each jet spectrum was obtained by fittinga
Lorentzian to the peak using the Peakfit programas described previously. (The
choice of Lorentzian vs Gaussian lineshape is not critical in determining the line
center.) For spectra of neat jets, a convenient check of the absolute wavenumber
calibration was available in the form of the nearby J=4 0-branch line for the
monomer. This transition frequency was calculated to be 1276.829 cm-1 using the
constants from reference 29, and our frequencies obtained from the Lorentzian fit
to this line agreed within 0.03 cm-1. For the colder dilute jet samples the 0(4)
line was absent but the monomer Q-branch servedas a comparable calibration
check point.
From the results in chapter III on bulk samples, temperature-frequency fits
were made to polynomials of the type T(K)= a +bv +cv2+ dv3foror the two ranges
of interest, 50-217 K and 0-80 K for the neat and mixed expansions respectively.
Table 4.1 gives the cluster frequencies and the temperatures deduced in this83
manner while Figures 4.3a and 4.4a show plots of these temperatures. Also shown
are rough absolute temperature uncertainties (± 2 to 5° K) estimated from the
standard errors deduced for the frequencies from the Peakfitprogram. These
remain surprisingly constant, given the large increase in linewidths, and hence
frequency uncertainty, as temperature increases. Fortunately this Av increase is
compensated for by a corresponding increase in frequency shift withtemperature
(dv/dT).
It should be said that it is difficult to be "absolutely" certain about the
accuracy of these temperatures since they will be quite sensitive to any systematic
errors in our absolute peak position determinations. We have made every effort
to minimize these and, despite the uncertainties, these resultsare considered
important since they are the only available dataon the internal thermodynamic
state of such clusters.It is also important to note that the relative temperatures
are much more accurately determined, as evidenced by the smooth variation in
temperature with X/D position in the jet. Modeling of the shapes of these cooling
curves, as well as the absolute temperatures, can thus serve to test the validity of
simple ideas for cluster cooling and to determinemean cluster sizes. The various
relations used in this modeling are discussed in the following sections.
Free Jet Expansion Properties
Since the clusters are formed and cool under the varying density-
temperature conditions of a free expansion jet, values are needed for these along
the center line as a function of X/D. The equations used for the backgroundgas84
Table 4.1. Peak frequencies (cm-1) and temperatures (K) deduced
for the 2v2 mode of solid CO2 clusters formed in jet expansions of
neat CO2 and dilute mixtures of 10% CO2 in He.
X/D0(4)
Neat 10% CO2 in He
CO2
Corrected T A
g T
1 1276.811276.64190.31275.59 75.8
11276.821276.46174.5
21276.841276.27151.11275.54 66.3
21276.821276.22160.3
21276.821276.31156.6
31276.841276.29158.31275.49 54.9
41276.841276.19147.51275.46 48.8
51276.841276.12140.31275.44 41.1
61276.851276.08136.21275.42 36.9
71276.83 1276.13141.01275.41 33.3
71276.841276.14142.9
81276.841276.07134.21275.41 32.7
91276.83 1276.03130.2
101276.841276.06133.01275.40 29.6
121276.841276.04130.51275.39 25.7
141276.851276.00126.21275.38 23.8
161276.841276.01 127.51275.38 22.1
181276.851276.00126.51275.38 22.1
201276.861276.00125.81275.38 21.940
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Figure 4.3a.) Cooling curves for CO2 clusters formed in neat expansions. The
solid line is a best fit using model A with a as discussed in the text.b.) Cluster
size versus sticking coefficient for several final temperatures.c.) Sum of (Tobs-
Tcaic)2 showing least squares minimum for several final temperatures.195
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Figure 4.4 a.) Cooling curve for neat CO2. The solid line is a best fit using model
B, with a = 1, as discussed in the text.87
properties are given by Mil ler(41) for isentropic expansions and are simply
outlined here. The properties are based on an empirical relation for the Mach
number for an ideal isentropic expansion as a function of position in the jet,
Ai A)=(Arl .a +b
+d
SDI D X X 2
746)(7D)(g ( i
(4.1)
The Mach number is the ratio of the jet speed along the expansion axis to the
local speed of sound (u=(ykRs/W)1/2). The constants a-d, listed in table 4.2 are
given by Miller for atoms (y = 5 1 3) and linear molecules (y =7/5), wherey =Cp/Cv
is the heat capacity ratio, and W is the molecular weight. For mixtures of CO2 in
helium, mole fraction weighted values of y, a-d, and W were used. The heat
capacities of gaseous CO2 and He were taken from ref 33 and had the functional
form
C = a + bT(K) (4.2)
From M, most of the other local properties in the jet can be obtained. The
local translational temperature of the gas is
T 1
To1 +y 1M2
2
(43)
where To is the initial temperature. (T characterizes the narrowed Boltzmann
velocity distribution transverse to the flow axis.) The local pressure and density,
relative to initial values, are obtained from
P=( (YY-1)) (4.4)
Po ToThe longitudinal beam velocity
x)
7D)
At very large X/D, this velocity
v00
P
no
any position
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(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
T)(y-1)
To
is
Po
at
(y - 1) T
0
maximum value of reaches
=
W 2
a terminal, or
2Ry
To
W y 1
These relations and others are contained in a Symphony spreadsheet
(JET.WR!) constructed by Jim Harrison and others in the group. Relevant parts
were extracted for use in this modeling study which is contained in the Quattro
Pro spreadsheet CO2COOLM.WQ!.
Cluster Properties
The solid clusters were assumed to have the bulk properties for density
p(42),heat capacity Cp(43), and heat of sublimationHsob(42).Values of
these as a function of temperature were calculated using coefficients from fits
(Table 4.2) of literature values to polynomials of the type y=a+bT+cT2+dT3.
A Hsub(T)was calculated by adding to AHsub(Tsub) the integrated heat capacity
differences for solid and gas, viz.
AH = A 1-1.b(Tsub) + fTT [Cp(so/id)Cp(gas)] dT
where Tsub = 194.7 K is the sublimation temperature at 1 atm.
(4.8)89
Table 4.2. Parameters used in cooling models.
Properties a b c d y Units
(x103)(x103)
Gas Properties
Mach # (He)a 3.232 -0.75630.3937-72.9 5/3
Mach # (CO2) 3.606 -1.742 0.9226-206.9 7/5
Cp He 20.79 J/K-mol
Cp CO2 23.14 0.047 J/K-mol
Solid Properties
Vapor Pressure 9.699031354.21-1.588 0.004 torr
Cp solid -13.37 1.085 -7.31 0.018 J/K-mol
Tsub(1 atm)194.7 K
A Hsub(194.7)25230 J/mol
p (solid) 1.457 0.0029-0.012 g/cm3
Es 0.0605 jim2
Tc 304.2 K
5 0.1 nm90
The vapor pressure of the equilibrium solid was calculated from a
polynomial fit of the data of Giauque and Egan(43) and has the form
b (a - cr - dT2)
Psolid= 10
(4.9)
In the simplest case, which we term model A, the cluster is assumed to be large
enough that its vapor pressure is given by this relation.However for smaller
clusters, a more realistic estimate of vapor pressure can be obtained from the
Kelvin equation(44), which takes into account the effects of size and surface
tension
exp(2y sV .)
rRT
(4.10)
Here r is the cluster radius, ys the surface tension and Vm the molar volume
respectively. The surface tension itself can be expected to be a function of cluster
sizeandtemperaturewhichcanbeapproximatedbyTolman's
expression(45,46)
Y JD
ys(r,7)
(1+A)
r 1
(4.11)
In this expression 5 is a parameter to give a size dependence.8 is not well
determined but Tolman found it to be about 0.1 nm from studies of several fluids
and we have used this value in our modeling. y0, is the surface tension for a flat
surface whose temperature dependence is often assumed to have the form
(4.12)91
Here Tc is the critical temperature at which ys equalszero and Es is the total
surface energy per square meter at absolute zero. This is unknown for solid CO2
but a reasonable estimate can be obtained from measured values ofys for liquid
CO2 droplets. A value of Es = 0.0605 J/m2 is obtained from yi(221 K)= 16.54
X 10 N/m and 'cc = 304.2 K(42).
The extent to which the Kelvin equation gives an appreciable correction to
the vapor pressure of a CO2 cluster can be judged from figures 4.5 and 4.6. Here,
the ratio P/P0 is plotted for CO2 clusters of various size and temperatureranges
believed relevant in our expansions. It is clear that the deviation becomes quite
significant at very small sizes and at lower cluster temperatures. Accordingly, to
judge the importance of this effect, we have included this correction inour model
B case of calculating the cluster cooling curves.
Initial Formation of Clusters
From simple homogeneous nucleation theory(47'48), clusterscan only
grow after reaching a critical size such that their vapor pressure is less than that
of the background gas.In our experiments this step occurs very early in the
expansion, probably within the nozzle itself since we alreadysee clusters at X/D
= 1, the closest nozzle position we probe. The clusters then increase in size as
monomer units accrete and as larger clusters coalesce. Modeling of this early
stage of the expansion is quite difficult because so little is known of the exact local
conditions in this critical region.It seems reasonable that coalescence ceases
before monomer accretion and that the clusters ultimately reacha maximum mean1-i
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Figure 4.5 Contour lines for P/Po as a function of r and T in the temperature and
size range deduced for neat CO2 expansions.S
6.4
93
T (K)
Figure 4.6Contour lines for P/Po as a function of r and T.The size and
temperature range is that deduced for the 10% CO2 in He expansions. A change
in contour spacing occurs at P/Po=10.94
size. Subsequent changes involve net evaporation and cluster cooling as it moves
out in the expansion.We focus our attention on these later stages, after
coalescence is assumed to cease, in the following.
Cooling Processes
There are four possibilities for interaction between the backgroundgas
molecules (or atoms) and a cluster as it moves along the jet axis:
1. A collision between a cluster and a molecule is elastic, with no net internal
energy change in the cluster or molecule.
2. The collision is inelastic, with an increase in thermal energy of the colder
background gas molecule and cooling of the cluster.
3. The collision results in condensation, giving an increase in the size and
temperature of the cluster.
4. A molecule leaves the cluster due to evaporation, giving a decrease in both
cluster size and temperature.
It is convenient to model the cluster backward in time beginning at large
X/D where few collisions occur. Accordingly we start at X/D=20 for a cluster of
assumed radius rf and temperature Tf and integrate the effects of processes 2-4
above as X/D is decreased. The number of molecules at the starting position is
N =4Tcr
3
7-7-1 f3f (4.13)
where m is the molecular mass and p is the density of the solid at Tf. The time
to move a given(X/D) distance is determined by the local longitudinal velocity,95
equation 4.6, and is A t=DA(X/D)/v. In this interval, the radius and temperature
of the cluster changes due to a net difference of condensation to evaporation
events. The number of molecules evaporating from the solid cluster (Nevap) is
determined by the cluster vapor pressure and surface area and is
N Ps 4nr2At (4.14) evap
J2nmkTs
The total number of collisions Ncolby the background gas during this time is given
by a similar expression but using the local pressure (Pgas) and temperature (Tgas)
obtained from the expansion relations 4.4 and 4.3. For mixtures, the number of
these involving CO2 is reduced by the mole fraction Xc02 and, allowing fora non-
unit sticking coefficient f, the net number of CO2 molecules condensing is
NcondXcot Ncol (4.15)
After time At, the cluster now has N=Nf + NcondcondNevap molecules and its new
radius can be obtained from relation 4.13. A precise value off is difficult to know,
especially for varying gas-solid temperatures and for curved surfaces. Hence it is
treated as an empirical parameter to be determined in the modeling process.
The above relations account for the mass conservation in the gas-cluster
system. Consideration of energy conservation is necessary to deduce the change
in cluster temperature ATs during the growth interval At. This is
=EinEout
CvsN
(4.16)
where Cpsis the heat capacity of the solid per molecule. The energy depositedin the cluster due to net condensation is
Ein= (NcondNeva)AHD
96
(4.17)
where AHsub is the sublimation energy per molecule at Ts. The energy out is due
to collisions with the (colder) CO2 and He vapor and is
Etna =[Cp(CO2) XCO2 aCO2+Cp(He) XHeam](7' Tgas) (4.18)
Here the alphas are thermal accommodation coefficients which measure the
efficiency of the energy transport process. Alpha too is unknown, although values
of 0.3 to 0.7 have been measured from heat conduction studies of He colliding
with glass surfaces at 273 to 12 IC(49). We consider a values in the range of 0.5
to 1 to be reasonable since the cluster temperatures are quite low in our case.Results
Neat CO2 - Model A
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Modeling of the cooling curves for the neat expansions was done first. A
least squares fitting procedure was used to determine combinations of size r,
sticking coefficient f, and final cluster temperature Tf that gave the best fits to the
experimental data. The thermal accommodation coefficient a was fixed at 1.0 and
the effect of varying this is considered later.It was found that there was a strong
correlation between the r,f, and Tf parameters and that the least squares
mimimum is quite shallow. This is displayed visually in figure 4.3 where, in panels
b and c, r and the sum (Tubs-Tcalc)2 are plotted as a function of f for several
values of Tf. Trace a shows the fit obtained for the least squares minimum where
f=0.1601, r=24.28 nm, and Tf = 126 K.
Obviously the sticking fraction and the radii of the clusters are not known
to such accuracy, however they are highly correlated and the last figures are
required especially to fit the data at X/D= 1 and 2. More generally, the curves
suggest that f values between 0.15 and 0.17, corresponding to cluster sizes of 20
to 27 nm containing 0.9 to 1.8 X 106 molecules at X/D = 20. This estimate is for
Tf = 126 K. Assuming a 1 degree change in this value gives a slightly poorer
minimum and a size change of about 10 nm.It is thus apparent that great
accuracy cannot be claimed in the determination of mean cluster size from our
measurements. Nonetheless, even a factor of two uncertainty in r is useful since
it represents the most accurate estimate available for clusters in this size range.98
Moreover, the overall fit of the shape of the cooling curves shows this simple
model of evaporative and collisional cooling works quite well.
Neat CO2 - Model B
As stated previously, model B differs from model A in that it includes size
and surface tension effects on the vapor pressure. The resultant curves are shown
in Figure 4.4 and these are virtually the same as obtained for model A. The best
fit values of f and r are shown in table 4.3 where it is seen that the mean size
predicted is slightly smaller, 21 nm instead of 24 nm. Thus surface tension and
cluster size effects on the evaporative cooling are not very important for clusters
larger than 20 nm.
The role of a, the thermal accommodation coefficient, was investigated
next. Figure 4.7 shows the results for model B where an a value of 0.5 was used
instead of 1.0 as for Figure 4.4. The quality of the fit is comparable in the two
cases although the least squares mimimum drops very slightly for a =0.5. The
main effect is that the best fit value of f decreases to 0.125 and r decreases from
21 to 20 nm. The range of f = 0.11 to 0.13 and r = 19 to 23 nm corresponds to
values of 0.6 to 1.2 X 106 molecules per cluster.
The general conclusions from these modeling studies of the large clusters
formed in neat expansions are that, although the parameters are strongly
correlated, the mean size is about 20 nm, the sticking coefficient is about 12-17%
and a values of 1.0 to 0.5 are acceptable, with the latter being slightly preferred.99
Table 43Best fit parameters for modeling of CO2 cluster cooling in jet
expansions.
Sticking
Model coefficientr(nm)
Thermal
No. of mol.T(K)
xleat X/D=20
accommodation
coefficients
aco2 aHe
A
B
B
0.16
0.17
0.12
Neat
24
21
20
1300 126.0
770 125.5
93 125.5
10% CO2 in He
1
1
0.5
A 0.16 14 240 25 0.5 1
A 0.16 12 150 22 0.5 1
A 0.16 11.5 130 19 0.5 1
A 0.16 5.7 16 25 0.5 0.5
A 0.16 5.1 12 22 0.5 0.5
A 0.16 4.6 8.4 19 0.5 0.5
B 0.12 14 240 25 0.5 1
B 0.12 13 190 22 0.5 1
B 0.12 12 150 19 0.5 1
B 0.12 6.2 21 25 0.5 0.5
B 0.12 5.7 16 22 0.5 0.5
B 0.12 5.3 13 19 0.5 0.5100
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Figure 4.7 a.) Cooling curve for neat CO2. The solid line is a best fit using model
B, with a =0.5 as discussed in the text.101
The relatively low sticking coefficient is somewhat surprising since Foneret
al.(50) found that 60% of theatoms in an argon stream at room temperature
stucktosurfacesheldatliquidhelium temperatures and Levenson(51)
measured values of 95% for argon, krypton, and xenon gas at 230 K condensing
on targets at 8 K. A smaller value for CO2 clusters would be expected because
of the strong curvature of the surface but such a low valuemay be an indication
of weaknesses in our model.
The cluster radius increases slightly (-5%) in going from X/D 1 to 20.
Surface tension and size have very little effect on thevapor pressure, and
evaporative cooling is seen to be negligible for clusters of 20nm radius. Since the
vapor pressure of the solid clusters is so low collisions seem to be the main cooling
method. Of course the role of size and surface tension will bemore significant for
the very small clusters that must exist in the formation zone, which is believedto
extend from inside the nozzle to perhaps X/D= 1 or 2.Size effects may also be
more important for the smaller clusters expected to form in expansions diluted by
helium and we consider this case next.
Expansions of 10% CO2 in He
Much colder clusters are expected for dilute expansion mixtures and the
rapid cooling early in the jet results in a much larger fraction of CO2 condensation
than in neat expansions. This is evident in the spectrum (Figure 4.8) taken at X/D
= 2 for a 10% mixture of CO2 in helium. The sharp line at 1285 cm-1 is due to
CO2 monomer while the strong broad feature near 1276 cm-1 is dueto clusters.IIIIIIIIIIII
1276 1280 1284
Raman shift(cm-1)
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Figure 4.8. CARS spectrum at X/D=2 for a 10% CO2 in He expansionat 28 atm
and 273 K.103
The weaker intervening peaks at about 1279 cm-1 have been attributed by
Brown(33) to vibrations of CO2 moleculeson the surface of the cluster and, from
the relative (square rooted) area compared that to the "core" band at 1276 cm-1,
a crude size estimate of 4 nm (-5500 molecules) is obtained for this X/D = 2
position. In addition, the relative cluster/monomer areas indicate that only 18%
of the CO2 has not condensed.Accordingly, in modeling the cooling in the
expansion, we have used an effective mole fraction of 0.18x 0.1 = 0.018 in
computing the collisional cooling and condensation of CO2 from X/D= 2 to 20.
(A mole fraction of 0.1 was used in calculating the expansion parameters
however.)
It was found much more difficult to fit the cooling curves for the He
mixtures than for the neat case. In particular the region near X/D= 1-2 could not
be matched and the optimum value of sticking coefficient tended togo to zero, i.e.
the cooling was dominated by collisions with the excess He.Accordingly, the
sticking coefficient was fixed at the values deduced in the neat expansions (0.16
for model A, 0.12 for model B) and aco2 was also fixed at 0.5. Coolingcurves
were then calculated for Tf at various temperatures and for aHe equal to 0.5 or
1.0.
Figure 4.9a shows the best fit results for model A foraHe = 0.5 and the
curve for Tf = 22 K gave a mean cluster radius of 5.1 nm. Change of aHe to 1.0
gave visually equivalent results, but with an increase in the radius to 12 nm. In
contrast to the neat expansions, the size was not strongly dependent on the value104
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Cooling curves for 10% CO2 in He at three temperatures. The first
data point at X/D = 1 was not included in the fitting process.
Parameters were a) f = 0.16, aco = 0.5, aHe = 0.5Model A.
b) f = 0.12, ac02 = 0.5,aHe =0.5Model B.105
of Tf, whose absolute value has a relatively large uncertainty of perhaps ± 5 K.
Changes of + or- 3 K gave relatively small radii changes of 5.7 or 4.6 nm
respectively.
The same procedure was then carried out using model B. The results,
summarized in table 4.3, gave similar cluster sizes, witha slightly better fit for aHe
= 0.5. Again variation of Tf gave a relatively small change in size.It should be
noted that the overall shape of the cooling curvesare virtually identical for models
A or B. This is an indication that the size of the cluster is significantly less than
20, i.e size effects are not important because evaporation is negligible. Generally
the calculated cluster radii are within a factor of 1-2 of the value of 4nm deduced
from the surface/core intensities of figure 8. This roughagreement can be taken
as offering support for the modeling process and for the assignment of the weak
features between the monomer and solid frequenciesas surface vibrations.106
Conclusions
In this study we have demonstrated the use of accuratev versus T relations
determined for bulk samples in obtaining some measure of cluster temperatures.
The relative temperature changes with jet position give coolingcurve shapes which
serve as useful constraints on cluster sizes and other parameters. The best fit
cooling curves suggest a mean cluster radius of 15 to 30nm for the neat
expansions examined, and the combination coolingcurves and surface/core
intensities imply a 2 to 20 nm range for the CO2-He mixture. While crude, these
size estimates are the best available for particles in this sizerange.
Due to the fairly large cluster sizes, the surface tension and sizeare seen
to have little effect on the vapor pressure. The low vapor pressures of the solid
and the increase in size from X/D = 1 to 20 show that evaporation isnot a very
significant cooling effect and that most of the observed temperature dropoccurs
due to cluster-molecule collisions. The 15% sticking coefficient, while somewhat
lower than expected does not seem too unreasonable given that the strongly
curved cluster surfaces will give reduced nearest neighbor attraction interactions
which, in flat surfaces, aid in the condensation process.
Improvements in the modeling are possible and might be incorporated in
future studies.For example one might try to modify the isentropic expansion
relations used to predict the local pressure and density of the backgroundgas since
the present approach does not include the input of condensationenergy. Some
indication of how to do this can be found in papers of Hagena.(52) Another107
important feature, especially at low X/D values, is coalescence of smaller into
larger clusters.Here there is a net loss of surface area, which will result in a
temperature rise for the joined cluster pair. These and perhaps other refinements
will be specially necessary for modeling of the interesting formationzone near the
nozzle orifice, a region for which CARS measurements are uniquely suited.108
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APPENDIX A
OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS ON TWO HOLOGRAPHIC NOTCH FILTERS
Introduction
As part of this thesis work, optical measurements were made on two novel
532 nm holographic notch filters supplied by Mr. Harry Owens of Kaiser Optical
systems, Inc. Notch filters are useful for single wavelength filtering of essentially
monochromatic high powered light, an important advantage in distinguishing low
frequency shift anti-Stokes signals from the 532 nm laser background. Since these
rather expensive filters were a new product of unknown quality and power
handling capability, these tests were deemed necessary.
Measurements
The measurements in this study include:
A. 490 - 500 nm transmittance of visible light through the holographic interference
notch filters as a function of wavelength and incident angle with respect to
normal. A Cary 118 spectrometer was used for this.
B. Transmission of doubled 532 nm Nd:YAG incident light as a function of
incidence angle with respect to the normal surface.
C. A 532 nm damage susceptibility study of the square holographic notch filter at
532 nm; damage thresholds were determined for both and the holographic
surface and its back side with optical cement binding it to a cover plate.112
Results
Filter transmission as a function of angle and wavelength
A series of graphs are presented for the two filters (figures A.1 and A.2).
The "square filter" label denotes P/N T532- 2, while the "round filter" title denotes
P/N HN1003 (532 nm; 1" diameter).Figures A.1 and A.2 also depict the
definition of angles as assigned to the square and round filters (respectively).
A few general comments may be made concerning the results in these
figures. The absorption spectra of both filters have the same general peak shape
and width but, the square filter's wavelength threshold edge for minimum
transmittance at normal incidence appears to be approximately 2 to 3 nm lower
than that of the round filter (at 541 vs 544 nm). For both filters an angle of
approximately ± 30° shifts the minimum transmittance edge to shorter wavelengths
(approx. 500 to 510 nm). There seems to be some angular asymmetry to the
filters, such that the curves at ± X° are not identical.This may be real but is
more likely a consequence of uncertainty in defining the normal position of the
filter in the Cary spectrometer. We note that the two filters appear to shift to
lower wavelength nearly identically as the angle of incident light is changed from
normal.Raman shift (cm-1)
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A.1 Absorption spectra for the square filter at several incident beam angles.114
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A.2 Absorption spectra for the round filter at several incident beam angles.115
Filter rejection of 532 nm light
The results are shown in figures A.3 and A.4. The pulsed Nd:YAG laser
apparatus was used to explore the rather narrow range of angles over which the
reflected intensity rises from between 10 and 30 percent to nearly 100 percent.
The point of 50 percent reflectance (or 50 percent transmittance) occurs at ±
19°for the round filter and at +15.5° and -17.4° for the square filter. Both curves
rise to a maximum reflectance of 99.99 percent at ± 5°; a 99.99 percent
reflectance efficiency is maintained through an angular range of ± 10° and does
not begin to fall significantly until ± 15°. The curve for the round filter appears
to be slightly broader than that of the square filter with more or less the same
degree of rise between ± 20° and ± 15°.
Damage Threshold Analysis
It was desirable to determine the damage threshold for these filters since
they are inserted in the CARS signal path and may be subject to high 532 nm
energies. For the damage threshold analysis the square filter was placed at the
focal point of the 532 nm beam. The 1/e value for the beam diameter (assuming
a gaussian beam) was measured to be .35 mm at the focus.Damage was
determined by allowing the beam, normal to the filter, to impact for 1000 shots (10
Hz pulse with duration 10-8 seconds) and the filter was then examined for burns.
If no damage resulted, the power was increased and the experiment repeated. In
most cases damage of either the holographic surface or of the optical cement20
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A.3 Reflectance as a function of angle for the square filter using a 532 nm source.I
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A.4 Reflectance as a function of angle for the round filter using a 532 nm source.118
holding a cover plate could easily be ascertained, due to scattering by the burned
material.For direct sample exposure at low laser power, damage to the
holographic surface consistently occurred with a threshold of 370 MW -cm-2
usually within 100 shots. The laser power was then increased (to decrease shot to
shot variability and to approach more normal operating conditions) and neutral
density filters were used to reduce the total power on the sample. In this case the
damage threshold was found to be 260 MW cm-2. This 28 percent discrepancy
may be accounted for by a change in the focus position due to thermal lensing by
the neutral density filters and is probably representative of the uncertainty in such
measurements.
The damage threshold for the optical cement alone was found to be much
lower, about 5 MW -cm-2.Due to the large difference in damage threshold
between the holographic material and the glue, the holographic material side
should be clearly labeled to prevent accidental damage to the glue. Illumination
must be from the side with the filter, not with the glue, otherwise the low damage
threshold applies.119
Conclusion
We have found that the two holographic notch filters are basically identical
and have a small wavelength range over which they may be selectively tuned
according to the angle of incident radiation. The filters exhibited 99.99 percent
efficiency for rejection of incident light between 0° and ± 10°.The damage
threshold for the optical glue is significantly less than it is for the holographic
material. We therefore recommend that the glue side be clearly labeled to help
prevent damaging the filter. We have used the round filter as a very effective
cutoff filter to reject 532 nm light while observing CARS signals at lower
wavelengths. The filter is much more effective than Corning glass filters or other
interference filters we have used.120
APPENDIX B
ELECTRICAL AND TIMING CONNECTIONS FOR THE CARS SET-UP
This appendix describes the electronic connections of the CARS medium
resolution apparatus.Figure B.1 is a diagram of the electronic connections
showing the path of the signal from photomultiplier to the computer.Also
included is a brief description of the Scientific Solutions Lab Master board
configuration.
The timing sequence for the experiment begins with the Q-switch sync out
pulse from the Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG laser. As shown in the figure B.2 this pulse
is 200 ns in width and 1.4 V in amplitude. To effectively trigger the Lab Master
board, the voltage must be increased to 5 V via an HP pulse generator. The
minimum pulse width produced by the latter has an average width of 156 ns (32
waveforms averaged).Although this can effectively trigger the Lab Master, a
pulse width of 50 ihs is a cleaner waveform and was the pulse width used. For
short pulse widths decreasing the width decreases the voltage of the output pulse.
The HP pulse generator settings are: an external repetition rate <.1 As, pulse
width = 5 to 50 As, pulse amplitude = 5 V. All ranges are equipped with vernier
dials to access settings continuously through the ranges. It is important this output
voltage be 5 V, 4.8 V or less triggers the board intermittently or not at all.The
pulse generator output is used as a rising edge trigger for other devices.Nd:YAG
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B.1.Electronic connection flow diagram for Oregon State University medium
resolution CARS apparatus.Normalized Trigger Pulses
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B.2a.) Timing relationship between the Q-Switch sync out and the H.P. pulse
generator. b.) Expanded Q-Switch sync out pulse.123
This clean square waveform, with TTL level voltage, delayed from the Q-
Switch pulse by 100 n sec, is the source for all other trigger inputs. It is connected
to the Lab Master external trigger and the two SRS gated integrators.
The photomultipliers receiving CARS and iodine fluorescence signals are
connected to the SRS integrator signal input BNC's. The SRS has two outputs
marked "Signal out" and "Gate out" which are viewed with an oscilloscope while
adjustments are made internally to overlap the gate timing and width with the
signal. The signal out is delayed by 3.5 ns.Typical SRS integrator settings are
external trigger,180 ns gate delay, 10 ms gate width, sensitivity of 200 to 50 mV,
and averaging set to last sample. The gate out must be terminated by 50 SI. The
integrated signal is seen at the last sample BNC. Both SRS integrators are set to
invert the negative PMT signals.
Iodine signal amplification is done by a hand-built RCA 3140 operational
amplifier in the instrument rack.Visual signal monitoring is accomplished by
attaching a Keithly 160 Digital Multimeter between the op-amp output and the
analog to digital conversion input. The CARS signal is internally amplified using
the SRS analog processor.Additional amplification to the CARS signal is
available with a second RCA 3140. An SRS digital multimeter attached between
the SRS processor and the A to D converter allows the same type of CARS signal
monitoring.
The Scientific Solutions Lab Master board is configured to accept signals
in the zero to positive ten volts. The A to D chip contains 8 input channels which
are multiplexed. In this experiment only channels 0 through 2 are used. Channel124
zero monitors the Quanta-Ray Q-switch build up time (BUT) and is externally
triggered by the HP pulse. The quicker the build-up time the lower the monitored
voltage, indicating the Nd:YAG pulse is single mode.Typical seeded BUT
voltages range between 1.99 and 2.3 volts. The computer program checks this
voltage to distinguish seeded and unseeded shots. Long build-up times indicate
unseeded shots. The software reconfigures the Lab Master to inhibit A to D
conversions for remaining channels when the BUT voltage is the above the
acceptable range. Channels 1 and 2 accept CARS and iodine signals respectively.
The Lumonics Hyperdye-500 is connected to the computer through the RS-
232 port and a Metrabyte PI012 board accesses the MCU-3 stepper motor driver
for the McPherson monochromator. The MCU-3 connects to the McPherson
stepper motor through a 9 pin amphenol connection and also with a BNC to the
McPherson scan limit switches. This second connection requires a 5 volt signal
from the computer which opens if the scan limits are reached, thus stopping the
stepper motor.
An IEEE-488 GPIB board controls the Lakeshore 330 temperature
controller which is used to vary the temperature of the cryostat tip used for
cryogenic studies of solids and liquids.125
APPENDIX C
INTERFACE PROGRAM FOR THE CARS SET-UP
This appendix describes the interface program for the Oregon State University
medium resolution CARS system. Presented and discussed are required system files,
flow diagrams, and program menus.
Several programs are required to be memory resident to send and receive
commands from the pulse dye laser and the IEEE-488 board. SCUINT.COM is a
TSR interrupt handler obtained from Lumonics, which must be memory resident to
permit access to scan control functions.It accepts commands using Interrupt 62H
to control communications with the dye laser through an RS-232 serial port.It is
loaded by typing SCUINT n, where the optional "n" is the serial port to be used.
COM1 is the default COM port.
The handler requires a 25 byte buffer from which SCU commands are issued and
received. This buffer is pointed to by the CPU register pair DS:DX, where DS is the
segment and DX is the segment offset. Any space remaining in the buffer MUST be
filled with null characters. Once the proper command has be placed correctly in the
buffer, the interrupt can be called.
Upon returning the buffer contains the results of the command issued or the
status, including the current position and status.
Two system files VIPARSE.SYS and DV488.SYS must reside in the
CONFIG.SYS file to access the IEEE-488 board used to communicate with the
Lakeshore 330 Temperature Controller.126
The Hyperdye series pulsed dye lasers contain CPU boards with nonvolatile
read/write memory. These boards store memory for dye laser position, beginning and
ending scan position, step increments and more. This allows multiple scans without
re-input of critical data.The flow diagram (Figure C.1)isa diagrammatic
representation of the entire program.Itis presented to show the overall
programming scheme.
The program requires an initial input of the McPherson position. The arrow
keys can be used to move the monochromator to a desired starting position. This will
then be the reference position for all subsequent movement of the monochromator.
This position may be changed in the move "Monochromator Position Only"
subroutine.
After the initial input the program opens to the main menu (figure C.2)
displaying 8 options.Option 1 allows manipulation of laser or monochromator
individually.It is often advantageous to scan the dye frequency to determine the
exact location of a peak with this system.In addition the monochromator can be
moved through the peak to find the wavelength giving the maximum signal.
Option 2 slews them both as appropriate for a designated Raman shift
frequency. The dye, moving in units of wavenumber, is either decreased or increased
and the monochromator, moving in units of wavelength, moves in the opposite
direction.
The scanning procedure, option 3, opens with a menu displaying the current
scan settings (figure C.3). These settings are stored in the Hyperdye memory and
need not be entered for every scan. Hyperdye series pulsed dye lasers contain two1
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MAIN MENU
(1) Move Lumonics or McPherson individually
(2) Slew to new position (Lumonics and McPherson)
(3) Begin scanning
(4) Plot data
(5) Cryocooler Routine
(6) Import an old file
(7) Change Blank speed or Time
(8) Quit
Make your choice: #1-8IM
C.2 Main menu for the Oregon State University medium resolution CARS interface
program.129
built in scanning methods. In "Linear" mode the dye laser scans smoothly to the final
position at a desired scan rate. A pause command sent during the scan halts the scan
immediately.After data collection a continue scan message would be sent. The
difficulty with this mode is stopping the scan in even increments to take data.
Uneven increments increase the possibility of fewer data points on a particular peak
or perhaps missing narrow peaks completely.Severalfactorsdeterminethe
Lumonics halt period for the required length of time used for data collection. The
first is the number of data points collected at each wavelength.If this number
changes of course the halt period will change. A second more difficult factor arises
in the event of a bad shot. There is no easy method available to increase the halt
period once it has begun.In the event of bad shots during data collection the
average intensity will thus be lower than the true value. For example, if the seeder
malfunctions for 2 or 3 shots out of 10, the program will average 10 shots yet there
is no data for 2 or 3 of them.
Because of the above difficulties, we utilize the Lumonics "Burst" mode of
scanning, not smoothly, but in steps.Scans run for preset increments and pause
between bursts for preset delays. This mode has a trigger "Burst Fire" which sends
a "Burst Quantity" at "Burst Frequency".The scan begins by sending the scan
command to the laser. The laser stews its stepper motor to a point past the scan
beginning and then reverses direction to remove backlash in the motor. A preset
scan "Delay" occurs at this position. The delay is set for 1 sec. Upon completion of
the delay the laser commences "Burst Firing". When this occurs the program sends
the laser a pause command which continues until data for n shots has been collected.130
1.) Present position18812.50 2.) Start position 16812.50
3.) Final position 16819.00 4.) increment 0.03
5.) Scan repeat 1 6.) Scan delay 1.0
7.) Frequency 10.0 8.) Burst quantity 5
Current settings. Change any? pl or N]
C.3.Typical scan settings for the Lumonics Hyperdye-500.131
On completion of collection of n (good) shots an unpause command is sent and the
scan continues through one burst of stepper motor pulses to the next A position.
When this is reached a burst fire signal is sent and detected, the laser is paused, data
is collected, and then another unpause sent. The burst, delay, pause sequence is then
continued for the duration of the scan.
In this operation the burst quantity and frequency have been set to the
empirically determined minimum which allows detection every time. A decrease in
the number of shots, and an increase in the stepsize, may require an increase in the
"burst frequency". This increases the time spent in "burst fire" mode and allows the
computer additional polling time. The pause command is held in memory while
burst fire finishes and is then sent.Since most scans average at least 5 shots, the
current delay settings do not abnormally slow a scan.
To eliminate backlash and calibration errors, scanning occurs from large
Raman shift to zero Raman shift.This means tuning from large dye laser
wavenumber to small and small McPherson wavelength to large. The program then
keeps these two in sync for any desired Raman shift.
Item 4 of the main menu is the plotting option. This can be done using either
an HP7470A plotter or an HP Laserjet. The plotter must be connected to printer
port 1.Plotting on the Laserjet requires plotting to a file, which in turn is printed
using the Laserjet via the Hewlett-Packard program Laserplotter.This program
converts the vectorized plotter picture to a rasterized printer picture which can be
printed.132
Option 5 controls a Lakeshore 330 Temperature Controller. Figure C.4 shows
the menu for this option.Option 6 imports old files which can be viewed for peak
position or plotted and option 7 sets the speed and time of a screen blanking routine
which blanks the screen and bounces a message around the screen.
The remainder of appendix C contains the source code for the CARS system
interface.133
330 Temperature Controller
(1) Control Units KeMn (2) Sample Units KeMn
(3) Control Channel A (4) Sample Channel B
(5) Tune OFF (6) Gain 10
(7) Ramping ProgramOFF (8) Heater Range High
(9) Set Point 77.0 (10) Mode Remote
(11) Control Sensor 77.0 (12) Sample Sensor 77.5
Hit C to select choice then the number or Q to quit
C.4. Lakeshore 330 temperature controller menu.DECLARE SUB Commout (COMMAND%)
DECLARE FUNCTION Change.Units (Number.to.change)
DECLARE FUNCTION Chkbusy 0
DECLARE FUNCTION Chkibf ()
DECLARE FUNCTION Chkobf 0
DECLARE SUB Cryocooler.Auto 0
DECLARE FUNCTION Hilo! (X!, Y!)
DECLARE SUB MCU3 (Number.of.Pulses%, Dir!, es%)
DECLARE SUB Senddata (Dataout%)
DECLARE FUNCTION Raman.Shift (YAG.frequency, Current.Position)
DECLARE SUB Plotroutine (Ndpts%, AerO, Aerl, Steps, SigOQ, File$)
TYPE Regtype
ax AS INTEGER
bx AS INTEGER
cx AS INTEGER
dx AS INTEGER
ds AS INTEGER
by AS INTEGER
di AS INTEGER
si AS INTEGER
es AS INTEGER
flags AS INTEGER
END TYPE
TYPE Bufftype
buffer AS STRING * 25
END TYPE
DIM Inputregs AS Regtype, Outputregs AS Regtype
DIM bufferspace AS Bufftype
DIM Sig0(3000), X(3000), Sig1(3000), Shift(3000), Peak$(3000)
COMMON /ADDRESSES/ PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
DIM Image.1%(100), Image.2%(100)
Main.Parameters:
YAG.frequency = 18787.3389
Angstroms.per.step = .0521
address = 1808
Dir! = 0
PORT = &H303
DBA = &H300
DBB = &H301
DBC = &H302
AOUT = &H81
AIN = &H99
Ramax% = &HFO
Ramin% = &H50
ACCDEC% = 500
ACCDECLO% = &HF4
Accdechi% = &H1
Init% = &H26
' Stepsize of the McPherson
' Address of the Lab Master Board
' McPherson set to increasing nm
' Addresses for the Metrebyte Board
' Port A
' Port B
' Port C
' Send 11110000 to the MCU3. 240 dec.
' Send 01010000 to the MCU3 80 dec.
' Send initialization parameters
134135
Mcu3.1% = 0
Mcu3.2% = &H10
OUT PORT, AOUT
OUT DBC, Mcu3.1
OUT DBB, &H1F
' Address of first MCU3
' Address of a second MCU3
' Port A & B output, C0 -3 input, C4-7 output
' Initialize one of the MCU3s
' Set bits 0-4 of Port B High
set.time = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND' Short delay
CALL Commout(Init%) ' Send Initialization Parameters to MCU3
CALL Senddata(Ramax%)' Send Self-starting pulse rate to MCU3
CALL Senddata(Ramin%)' Send High speed pulse rate to MCU3
CALL Senddata(AccDecLow%) ' Send Acc/deceleration lower byte to MCU3
CALL Senddata(Accdechi%)' Send Acc/deceleration upper byte to MCU3
CLS
GOSUB Fine.slew.McPherson
Elapse.time = .5 ' Time parameters for the screen
Speed = .1 'blanking routine.
Main.Menu:
SCREEN 0, 0, 0
CLS
LOCATE 3, 20
COLOR 0, 7
PRINT " MAIN MENU
COLOR 7, 0
PRINT
LOCATE 6, 20
PRINT "(1) Move Lumonics or McPherson individually"
LOCATE 8, 20
PRINT "(2) Slew to new position (Lumonics and McPherson)"
LOCATE 10, 20
PRINT "(3) Begin scanning"
LOCATE 12, 20
PRINT "(4) Plot data"
LOCATE 14, 20
PRINT "(5) Cryocooler Routine"
LOCATE 16, 20
PRINT "(6) Import an old file"
LOCATE 18, 20
PRINT."(7) Change Blank speed or Time"
LOCATE 20, 20
PRINT "(8) Quit"
LOCATE 4, 8: PRINT CHR$(201) ' Upper left corner double line
LOCATE 4, 72: PRINT CHR$(187) ' Upper Right corner
LOCATE 22, 8: PRINT CHR$(200) ' Lower left
LOCATE 22, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) ' Lower right
FOR I = 9 TO 71
LOCATE 4, I: PRINT CHR$(205) ' Top of box
LOCATE 22, I: PRINT CHR$(205) ' Bottom
NEXT I136
FOR I = 5 TO 21
LOCATE I, 8: PRINT CHR$(186) ' Left side
LOCATE I, 72: PRINT CHR$(186)' Right side
NEXT I
LOCATE 23, 22
PRINT "Make your choice: #1-8
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 23, 55: PRINT "" ' Place an empty highlighted box on the screen
COLOR 7, 0
Time.Elapsed = TIMER
CHOICE$ = ""
Blank.activated = 0
DO ' Timer for screen blanking
Ans$ = INKEY$
CHOICE$ = Ans$
IF TIMER > Time.Elapsed + (60 * Elapse.time) THEN GOSUB Blank
IF Blank.activated = 1 THEN CHOICE$ = " "
LOOP UNTIL CHOICE$ <> ""
CHOICE% = VAL(CHOICE$)
SELECT CASE CHOICE%
CASE 1: GOSUB Lumonics.or.McPherson.Individually
CASE 2: GOSUB Slew
CASE 3: GOSUB Scan
CASE 4: GOSUB Plot.Routine
CASE 5: GOSUB CryoCooler
CASE 6: GOSUB Import.an.old.file
CASE 7: GOSUB Blank.speed.or.time
CASE 8: GOSUB Quit
END SELECT
GOTO Main.Menu
Lumonics.or.McPherson.Individually:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "Move Lumonics or McPherson [L,M] "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF Ans$ = "L" THEN GOSUB Move.Lumonics
IF Ans$ <> "M" THEN RETURN
LOCATE 12, 10: PRINT "Do you want rough or fine slew [R, F]? "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "F" THEN GOTO Fine.slew.McPherson
Lambda0 = McPherson.Position
LOCATE 14, 10: PRINT "Current wavelength is", Lambda0
LOCATE 16, 10: PRINT "Is this correct? "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
LOCATE 18, 10: INPUT "Enter current wavelength ", Lambda0
McPherson.Position = LamdaO
END IF
LOCATE 20, 10: INPUT "Enter final wavelength ", Lambdal137
Rough.Slew.McPherson:
Number.of.Pulses = ABS((Lambdal - Lambda0)) / (100 / 1913)
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses
Slew.direction! = Hilo(Lambda0, Lambdal)
IF Slew.direction! <> Dir! THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses% + 28
Dir! = Slew.direction!
ELSE
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses%
END IF
Estp% = 18
IF Dir! = 1 THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses% + 50
GOSUB Step.McPherson
McPherson.Position = Lambda0 - (Number.of.Pulses * (100 / 1913))
Number.of.Pulses% = 78 ' Account for backlash
Dir! = 0
GOSUB Step.McPherson
ELSE
GOSUB Step.McPherson
McPherson.Position = Lambda0 + (Number.of.Pulses * (100 / 1913))
END IF
LOCATE 20, 10: PRINT "Current McPherson position", McPherson.Position
LOCATE 21, 10: PRINT "Is this the correct wavelength? [Y or N]"
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
LOCATE 21, 10: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 10: INPUT "Enter the correct wavelength ", McPherson.Position
END IF
LOCATE 22, 10: PRINT "Slew further? "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
GOTO Lumonics.or.McPherson.Individually
END IF
RETURN
Fine.slew.McPherson:
LOCATE 12, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
ESP% = 1
LOCATE 10, 10
PRINT "Use up or down arrows to position McPherson. Q for Quit. "
LOCATE 12, 10: PRINT "Press C to change stepsize.1 is the default"
Pulse.Number% = 0
Ans$ = " "
LOCATE 5, 10: PRINT "The Current Direction is "
LOCATE 5, 40: PRINT "Up"
LOCATE 6, 10: PRINT "The Current Pulse number is"
LOCATE 6, 40: PRINT Pulse.Number% + 1
LOCATE 20, 10: PRINT "Current McPherson position"
DO
Ansl$ = INKEY$138
Ans2$ = INKEY$
IF Ansl$ = "C" OR Ansl$ = "c" THEN
LOCATE 14, 10: INPUT "Enter the new pulse number ", Ans$
Pulse.Number% = INT(VAL(Ans$) - 1)
IF Pulse.Number% < 0 THEN Pulse.Number% = 0
LOCATE 6, 40: PRINT SPACE$(20): LOCATE 6, 40: PRINT Pulse.Number% + 1
LOCATE 14, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
END IF
IF Ansl$ + Ans2$ = CHR$(0) + CHR$(72) THEN ' 48 hex
IF Dir! = 1 THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Pulse.Number% + 28
McPherson.Counter = Pulse.Number% + 1
ELSE
Number.of.Pulses% = Pulse.Number%
McPherson.Counter = Pulse.Number% + 1
END IF
Dir! = 0
LOCATE 5, 40: PRINT SPACE$(20): LOCATE 5, 40: PRINT "Up"
GOSUB Step.McPherson
McPherson.Position = McPherson.Position + (McPherson.Counter * (100 / 1913))
ELSEIF Ansl$ + Ans2$ = CHR$(0) + CHR$(80) THEN' 50 hex
IF Dir! = 0 THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Pulse.Number% + 28
McPherson.Counter = Pulse.Number% + 1
ELSE
Number.of.Pulses% = Pulse.Number%
McPherson.Counter = Pulse.Number% + 1
END IF
Dir! = 1
LOCATE 5, 40: PRINT SPACE$(20): LOCATE 5, 40: PRINT "Down"
GOSUB Step.McPherson
McPherson.Position = McPherson.Position - (McPherson.Counter * (100 / 1913))
END IF
LOCATE 20, 40: PRINT USING "####.###"; McPherson.Position
LOOP UNTIL Ansl$ = "Q" OR Ansl$ = "q"
LOCATE 21, 10: PRINT "Is this the correct wavelength? [Y or N]"
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 10
INPUT "Enter the correct wavelength in Angstroms ", McPherson.Position
END IF
RETURN
Slew:
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Lumonics0 = VAL(Temp$)
GOSUB Slew.Lumonics
DOAns$ = "0"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
LOOP UNTIL Templ$ = "S"
GOSUB Determine.Next.McPherson.Position
Estp% = 18
IF Delta.Lambda > 0 THEN
Dir! = 1
ELSE
Dir! = 0
END IF
IF Dir.first! <> Dir! 11-IEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses% + 28
IF Dir! = 1 THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses% + 50
GOSUB Step.McPherson
Number.of.Pulses% = 78
Dir! = 0
END IF
ELSE
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses%
END IF
McPherson.Position = Lambdal
PRINT McPherson.Position
GOSUB Step.McPherson
RETURN
Determine.Next.McPherson.Position:
Lumonicsl = VAL(Temp$)
Lambda0 = McPherson.Position
Dye.Stokes.current = YAG.frequency - Lumonics0
New.dye.Stokes = YAG.frequency - Lumonicsl
Stokes.change = ABS(Dye.Stokes.current - New.dye.Stokes)
Anti.Stokes.Position = (1E+08 / Lambda0) - YAG.frequency
IF Dye.Stokes.current < New.dye.Stokes THEN
Anti.Stokes.New = Anti.Stokes.Position + Stokes.change
ELSE
Anti.Stokes.New = Anti.Stokes.Position - Stokes.change
END IF
Anti.Stokes.Change = Anti.Stokes.New - Anti.Stokes.Position
Current.McP.position = lE + 08 / Lambda0
McPherson.change = Current.McP.position + Anti.Stokes.Change
Lambdal = lE + 08 / McPherson.change
Delta.Lambda = Lambda() - Lambdal
Number.of.Pulses = ABS(Delta.Lambda / (100 / 1913))
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses
Dir.first! = Dir!
RETURN
Move.Lumonics:
Ans$ = "S" ' Make sure the Lumonics has stopped
139140
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser'position.
GOSUBProcess.the.data
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser'position.
GOSUBProcess.the.data
Units$ = MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 3, 1)
IF Units$ = "W" THEN
Units$ = "cm-1"
ELSEIF Units$ = "N" THEN
Units$ = "nm"
ELSEIF Units$ = "D" THEN
Units$ = "degrees"
END IF
LOCATE 6, 15: PRINT "N slews to new position, Q to quit"
LOCATE 8, 15: PRINT "S to slow, F to speed up, U for units change"
LOCATE 10, 15: PRINT "<-- Increasing units : --> decreasing units"
LOCATE 12, 15: PRINT "Hitting the key a second time stops the unit"
LOCATE 14, 15: PRINT "The current position is"
LOCATE 14, 35: PRINT Temp$
LOCATE 14, 45: PRINT Units$
LOCATE 16, 20: PRINT "Status "
DO
Ans$ = "0" ' Ask the Lumonics its current
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUBProcess.the.data
LOCATE 14, 35: PRINT Temp$
IF MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 2, 1) = "S" THEN
LOCATE 16, 30: PRINT "Stopped"; SPACE$(10)
ELSEIF MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 2, 1) = "F" THEN
LOCATE 16, 30: PRINT "Decreasing Units"
ELSEIF MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 2, 1) = "R" THEN
LOCATE 16, 30: PRINT "Increasing Units"
ELSEIF MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 2, 1) = "P" THEN
LOCATE 16, 30: PRINT "Paused"; SPACE$(10)
END IF
Ansl$ = INKEY$ 'up
Ans2$ = INKEY$
IF Ansl$ + Ans2$ = CHR$(0) + CHR$(75) THEN'Left arrow Scan Code
Ans$ = "R"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUBProcess.the.data
END IF
IF Ansl$ + Ans2$ = CHR$(0) + CHR$(77) THEN' Right arrow Scan Code
Ans$ = "F"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUBProcess.the.data
END IF
IF Ansl$ = "S" OR Ansl$ = "s" THEN
Ans$ = "Z"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUBProcess.the.dataELSEIF Ans1$ = "F" OR Ansl$ = .r THEN
Ans$ = "Q"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUB Process.the.data
ELSEIF Ans1$ = "P" OR Ans1$ = "p" THEN
Ans$ = "P"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUB Process.the.data
ELSEIF Ansl$ = "U" OR Ans1$ = "u" THEN
Ans$ = "U"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser 'position.
GOSUB Process.the.data
Units$ = MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 3, 1)
IF Units$ = "W" THEN
Units$ = "cm-1"
ELSEIF Units$ = "N" THEN
Units$ = "nm"
ELSEIF Units$ = "D" THEN
Units$ = "degrees"
END IF
LOCATE 14, 45: PRINT Units$
END IF
IF Ansl$ = "N" OR Ans1$ = "n" THEN
GOSUB Slew.Lumonics
END IF
LOOP UNTIL Ansl$ = "Q" OR Ansl$ = "q"
Ans$ = "Z"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser position.
GOSUB Process.the.data
RETURN
SIew.Lumonics:
Temp$ = "9"
LOCATE 18, 15: INPUT "Enter New Position ", New.Position
Position = New.Position
Position$ = LTRIM$(STR$(Position))' Strip space from string
Ans$ = "9" + ":" + Position$ ' Put the command together
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser ' Send command to Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
LOCATE 18, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Step.McPherson:
OUT DBC, Mcu3.1%
CALL MCU3 (Number.of.Pulses %, Dir!, Estp%)
RETURN
Scan:
CLS
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
' Ask the Lumonics its current
'position.
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GOSUB Process.the.data
Present.position$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "1"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Start.Position$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "2"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Final.Position$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "3"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Increment$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "5"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Scan.repeat$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "6"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Scan.delay$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "7"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Frequency$ = Temp$
Ans$ = "8"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Burst.quantity$ = Temp$
' Ask the Lumonics the start
'scan position.
' Ask then Lumonics the end
'scan position.
' Ask the Lumonics the step
'size.
' Determine the scan repeat
'count.
'Determine the scan delay.
'Results are in seconds.
' Determine the burst quantity
LOCATE 5, 3: PRINT CHR$(201) ' Draw another double line box
LOCATE 5, 75: PRINT CHR$(187)
LOCATE 15, 3: PRINT CHR$(200)
LOCATE 15, 75: PRINT CHR$(188)
FOR I = 4 TO 74
LOCATE 5, I: PRINT CHR$(205)
LOCATE 15, I: PRINT CHR$(205)
NEXT I
FOR I = 6 TO 14
LOCATE I, 3: PRINT CHR$(186)
LOCATE I, 75: PRINT CHR$(186)
NEXT I
LOCATE 7, 8: PRINT "1.) Present position": LOCATE 7, 45: PRINT "2.) Start position"
LOCATE 9, 8: PRINT "3.) Final position": LOCATE 9, 45: PRINT "4.) Increment"LOCATE 11, 8: PRINT "5.) Scan repeat": LOCATE 11, 45: PRINT "6.) Scan delay"
LOCATE 13, 8: PRINT "7.) Frequency": LOCATE 13, 45: PRINT "8.) Burst quantity"
GOSUB Print.the.answer
LOCATE 17, 20: PRINT "Current settings. Change any? [Y or N] "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 17, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
DO
LOCATE 19, 20: INPUT "Enter your choice", Ans$
CHOICE$ = Ans$
IF Ans$ < = "4" THEN
Ans$ = STR$(VAL(Ans$)1)
END IF
LOCATE 21, 20: INPUT "Enter the new value ", New.value$
LOCATE 19, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
Ans$ = Ans$ + ":" + New.value$
Ans$ = LTRIM$(Ans$)
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
IF CHOICE$ <_ "4" THEN
Ans$ = LTRIM$(STR$(VAL(CHOICE$)1))
ELSE
Ans$ = LTRIM$(CHOICE$)
END IF
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser ' Send command to Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
GOSUB Find.new.value
LOCATE 17, 20: PRINT "More changes? [Y,N] "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOOP UNTIL Ans$ = "N"
LOCATE 17, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
END IF
IF Ans$ <> "N" THEN RETURN
Ndpts = ABS(VAL(Start.Position$) - VAL(Final.Position$))
Ndpts% = Ndpts / VAL(Increment$) + 1
LOCATE 17, 20: INPUT "Enter the number of shots to average", SHOTS%
LOCATE 18, 20: PRINT "Do you want to collect data on CH1 Too? "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
AtoD% = 2
ELSE AtoD% = 1
END IF
CLS
SCREEN 3
GOSUB Make.the.Cursors
VIEW (1, 1)-(680, 298) 1
WINDOW (1, 0)-(Ndpts%, 11)
VIEW PRINT 24 TO 25
IF AtoD% = 2 THEN
'print text on these lines
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LINE (1, 9)-(Ndpts%, 9)
END IF
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT "Dye:"
LOCATE 24, 17: PRINT "Raman Shift:"
LOCATE 24, 40: PRINT "Voltage:"
LOCATE 24, 57: PRINT "Mono: "
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser
GOSUBProcess.the.data
Lumonics0 = VAL(Temp$)
Ans$ ="G"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser' Start a Scan
DO
Ans$ ="G"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser
GOSUBProcess.the.data
LOOP UNTIL Templ$ = "D"
DO
Ans$ ="G"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser
GOSUBProcess.the.data
LOOP UNTIL Temp1$ ="B"
' Wait until retracing has
'finished and delay started
' Determine when firing has
'has commenced
Ans$ = "P" ' Pause the Scan once firing
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser 'starts
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUBTalk.to.the.Laser
GOSUBProcess.the.data
GOSUBDetermine.Next.McPherson.Position
McPherson.Position = Lambdal
Initial.Lumonics = Lumonicsl
IF Lumonics0 <> Lumonicsl THEN
Estp% = 18
IF Delta.Lambda > 0 THEN
Dir! = 1
ELSE
Dir! = 0
END IF
IF Dir.first! <> Dir! THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses% + 28
IF Dir! = 1 THEN
Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses% + 50
GOSUBStep.McPherson
Number.of.Pulses% = 78
Dir! = 0
END IF
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Number.of.Pulses% = Number.of.Pulses%
END IF
GOSUB Step.McPherson
END IF
Mono.scan.steps = 0
Remember.distance = 0
Next.Step = McPherson.Position + (100 / 1913)
LOCATE 24, 68: PRINT USING "####.###"; McPherson.Position
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
SUMO = 0
Suml = 0
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
Lumonics0 = VAL(Temp$)
The.shift = Raman.Shift(YAG.frequency, Lumonics0)
LOCATE 24, 6: PRINT USING "#####.###"; VAL(Temp$)
LOCATE 24, 29: PRINT USING "#####.###"; The.shift
FOR J = 1 TO SHOTS%
OUT (address + 4), 132'Disable auto Inc. Enable ext. trig.
OUT (address + 5), 0 ' Start with channel 0
WHILE INP(address + 4) < 128: WEND ' End of Conversion?
Low = INP(address + 5) AND 255 ' Read the Low byte
High = INP(address + 6) AND 15 ' Read the High byte
Total = 256 * High + Low ' Put them together
IF Total > 32767 THEN Total = Total - 65536
Volt = Total / 409.6
IF Volt > 2.5 THEN ' Examine Q-Switch BUT
J = J - 1 ' If not seeding then data is no good
GOTO skip ' Forget this laser shot
END IF
OUT (address + 4), 0' Shot ok, Enable Auto Inc., channel 1
OUT (address + 6), 0 ' Send a start conversion
WHILE INP(address + 4) < 128: WEND' End of Conversion?
Low = INP(address + 5) AND 255 ' Read the Low byte
High = INP(address + 6) AND 15 ' Read the High byte
Total = 256 * High + Low ' Put them together
IF Total > 32767 THEN Total = Total - 65536
DumO = Total / 409.6
SUMO = SUMO + DumO ' Collect for all shots
IF AtoD% = 2 THEN ' Digitize a second signal channel 2
OUT (address + 6), 0 ' Send a start conversion
WHILE INP(address + 4) < 128: WEND ' End of Conversion?
Low = INP(address + 5) AND 255' Read the Low byte
High = INP(address + 6) AND 15' Read the High byte
Total = 256 * High + Low ' Put them together
IF Total > 32767 THEN Total = Total - 65536
Duml = Total / 409.6
Suml = Suml + Duml ' Collect for all shots
END IF
SigO(I) = SUMO / SHOTS%' Average from channel 1 into an arraySigl(I) = Suml / SHOTS%' Average from channel 2 into an array
skip:
NEXT J
IF I = 1 THEN GOTO Dont.Plot.First.Point
IF AtoD% = 1 THEN ' Only one signal so draw line from
LINE (I - 1, SigO(I - 1))-(I, SigO(I))'last to new position
END IF
IF AtoD% = 2 THEN
PRESET (I - 1, SigO(I - 1) * .8) ' Channel 1 last position
LINE (I - 1, SigO(I - 1) * .8)-(I, SigO(I) * .8)' Draw line
PRESET (I - 1, Sigl(I - 1) * .2 + 9)' Chan. 2 last position
LINE (I - 1, Sigl(I - 1) * .2 + 9)-(I, Sigl(I) * .2 + 9)' Draw
END IF
Dont.Plot.First.Point:
LOCATE 24, 48: PRINT USING "##.###"; SigO(I) '; Sigl (I)
X(I) = VAL(Temp$)
Shift(I) = The.shift
Ans$ = "G" ' "G" is the scan command
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser ' Send command to Laser
DO
Ans$ = "G" ' "G" is the scan command
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser ' Send command to Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
LOOP UNTIL Templ$ = "B"
Ans$ = "P" ' "P" is a pause command
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser ' Send command to Laser
Pause.the.scan$ = INKEY$
Pause.the.scan$ = UCASE$ (Pause.the.scan$)
IF Pause.the.scan$ = "Q" THEN I = Ndpts%
IF Pause.the.scan$ = "P" THEN
LOCATE 25, 25: PRINT "Press C to continue or Q to quit. "
DO
Pause.the.scan$ = INKEY$
Pause.the.scan$ = UCASE$(Pause.the.scan$)
LOOP UNTIL Pause.the.scan$ = "C" OR Pause.the.scan$ = "Q"
IF Pause.the.scan$ = "Q" THEN I = Ndpts%
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79) ' Erase the line 24
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT "Dye: " ' Lables under plot
LOCATE 24, 17: PRINT "Raman Shift:"
LOCATE 24, 40: PRINT "Voltage:"
LOCATE 24, 57: PRINT "Mono: "
END IF
' Dummy is the Number of Pulses to the McPherson.
' If the Number is less than one the McPherson should not step.
' Wait until the next time. Also the MCU3 sends one more pulse
' than is wanted so 1 must be subtracted from the number of pulses.
Ans$ = "0"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
' "0" asks for Current Position
' Send command to Laser
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GOSUB Determine.Next.McPherson.Position
Estp% = 1
Dir! = 0
McPherson.distance = (1E+08 / Initial.Lumonics) - (1E+08 / Lumonicsl)
IF McPherson.distance < (100 / 1913) THEN GOTO Wait.to.step
Remember.extra = McPherson.distance - (100 / 1913)
Next.Step = McPherson.Position + (100 / 1913)
Initial.Lumonics = (1E+08 / (Next.Step + Remember.extra)) - (1E+08 / Next.Step)
Initial.Lumonics = Lumonicsl - Initial.Lumonics
Number.of.Pulses% = INT(McPherson.distance)
McPherson.Position = McPherson.Position + (( Number.of.Pulses% + 1) * (100 / 1913))
Mono.scan.steps = Mono.scan.steps + Number.of.Pulses% + 1
GOSUB Step.McPherson
LOCATE 24, 63: PRINT USING "####.###"; McPherson.Position
Wait.to.step:
NEXT I
Ans$ = "S"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
Ans$ = "1"
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
' Send a stop to the Lumonics
'or it will scan again.
Position = VAL(Temp$)
Position$ = LTR1M$ (STR$ (Position)) ' Strip space from string
Ans$ = "9" + ":" + Position$ ' Put the command together
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser ' Send command to Laser
McPherson.Position = McPherson.Position - (Mono.scan.steps * (100 / 1913))
Number.of.Pulses% = Mono.scan.steps + 78
Dir! = 1
Estp% = 18
GOSUB Step.McPherson
Number.of.Pulses% = 78
Dir! = 0
GOSUB Step.McPherson
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT "Use a cursor to find a peak position? "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
Peak$(I) = ""
NEXT I
Step.Number% = 5
Cursor.Stepsize = 1
Step.Size = 1
Cursor.1 = 20
Cursor.2 = Ndpts% - 20
Cursor.No = Cursor.1148
Shift.Cursor = 1
LOCATE 24, 1
PRINT "Cursor 1 = "
LOCATE 24, 12: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.1)
PUT (Cursor.1 - Shift.Cursor, SigO(Cursor.1) + .3), Image.1%, XOR
LOCATE 24, 24
PRINT "Cursor 2 = "
LOCATE 24, 35: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.2)
PUT (Cursor.2 - Shift.Cursor, SigO(Cursor.2) + .3), Image.2%, XOR
LOCATE 24, 48: PRINT "Hit P to pick peak, Q to quit"
GOSUB Move.the.Cursors
END IF
Save.the.data:
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT "Do you want to save data to disk ? "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$ (79)
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT "Which drive (A, B, OR C) "
Drive$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Drive$ < CHR$(65) OR Drive$ > CHR$(67) THEN
Drive$ = "C"
END IF
Drive$ = Drive$ + ": \"
Directory$ = ""
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT " Current Directory? "; Directory$; "Change it? [Y,N]"
Ansl$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ansl$ = "Y" THEN
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 24, 1: INPUT " New Directory Name "; Directory$
END IF
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$ (79)
LOCATE 24, 1: INPUT " File Name ", File$
File$ = Drive$ + Directory$ + File$
PRINT "Is this correct?"; File$
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN GOTO Save.the.data
OPEN File$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, Start.Position$, Final.Position$
PRINT #1, Steps%, SHOTS%
PRINT #1, Shift°, AtoD%
IF AtoD% = 1 THEN
FOR n = 1 TO Ndpts%
IF Peak.Pick = 1 THEN
PRINT #1, X(n), SigO(n), Peak$(n)
ELSE
PRINT #1, X(n), SigO(n)
END IF
NEXT n
ELSEIF AtoD% = 2 THENFOR n = 1 TO Ndpts%
IF Peak.Pick = 1 THEN
PRINT #1, X(n), SigO(n), Sigl(n), Peak$(n)
ELSE
PRINT #1, X(n), SigO(n), Sigl(n)
END IF
NEXT n
END IF
CLOSE #1
END IF
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 24, 10: PRINT "Return to Tweak up position?"
Ans$ = UCASE$ (INPUT$ (1))
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 24, 1: INPUT "Enter this position ", Position$
Position$ = LTRIM$(Position$)
Ans$ = "9" + ":" + Position$
GOSUB Talk.to.the.Laser
GOSUB Process.the.data
END IF
SCREEN 0
RETURN
' Strip space from string
' Put the command together
' Send command to Laser
Talk.to.the.Laser:
Temp$ = Ans$
Ans$ = CHR$(0) + Ans$
IF LEN(Ans$) < 25 THEN
DO
Ans$ = Ans$ + CHR$(0)
LOOP UNTIL LEN(Ans$) = 25
END IF
bufferspace.buffer = Ans$
Inputregs.ds = VARSEG(bufferspace.buffer)
Inputregs.dx = VARPTR(bufferspace.buffer)
CALL Interrupt(&H62, Inputregs, Outputregs)
RETURN
' Segment of Buffer
' Offset of Buffer
Process.the.data:
IF LEFT$(bufferspace.buffer, 1) = "E" THEN
LOCATE 10, 9
PRINT CHR$(7); CHR$(7); "Error #", MID$(buffer$, 3, 6);
ELSE
Temp$ = MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 4, 9)
Templ$ = MID$(bufferspace.buffer, 2, 1)
END IF
RETURN
Find.new.value:
IF CHOICE$ = "1" THEN
Present.position$ = Temp$
occurred"
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ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "2" THEN Start.Position$ = Temp$
ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "3" THEN Final.Position$ = Temp$
ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "4" THEN Increment$ = Temp$
ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "5" THEN Scan.repeat$ = Temp$
ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "6" THEN Scan.delay$ = Temp$
ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "7" THEN Frequency$ = Temp$
ELSEIF CHOICE$ = "8" THEN Burst.quantity$ = Temp$
END IF
Print.the.answer:
LOCATE 7, 30: PRINT Present.position$
LOCATE 7, 65: PRINT Start.Position$
LOCATE 9, 30: PRINT Final.Position$: LOCATE 9, 65: PRINT Increment$
LOCATE 11, 30: PRINT Scan.repeat$: LOCATE 11, 65: PRINT Scan.delay$
LOCATE 13, 30: PRINT Frequency$: LOCATE 13, 65: PRINT Burst.quantity$
RETURN
CryoCooler:
CALL Cryocooler.Auto
RETURN
Plot.Routine:
CALL Plotroutine(Ndpts%, AerO, Aerl, Steps, SigOQ, File$)
RETURN
Import.an.old.file:
Directory$ = "C:\QB45"
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT "The current Directory is "; Directory$
LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT "Press L to list files in a directory "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
More.files:
Filename$ = ""
IF Ans$ = "L" THEN
PRINT "Is this the correct directory?"; Directory$
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
INPUT "Enter directory of choice. ", New.Directory$
Directory$ = New.Directory$ +
END IF
PRINT "All files? [Y,N] "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
INPUT "Enter combination of letters and wild cards ", Filename$
END IF
FILES Directory$ + Filename$
PRINT "Press M for more files N for new directory or any key to continue."
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "M" THEN
Ans$ = "Y"
GOTO More.filesEND IF
END IF
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
GOTO Import.an.old.file
END IF
INPUT "Enter the file of choice. ", Ans$
File$ = Directory$ + Ans$
ON ERROR GOTO File.Error
OPEN File$ FOR INPUT AS #1
INPUT #1, Dummyl, Dummy2
INPUT #1, Dummy3, Dummy4
INPUT #1, Dummy5, AtoD%
I = 1
DO
IF AtoD% = 2 THEN
INPUT #1, X(I), SigO(I), Sigl (I)
ELSE
INPUT #1, X(I), SigO(I)
END IF
I = I + 1
LOOP UNTIL EOF(1)
Ndpts% = I - 1
ON ERROR GOTO 0
CLS
SCREEN 3
GOSUB Make.the.Cursors
GOSUB Plot.the.data
RETURN
CryoCooler.Error.Routine:
IF (ERR < > 68) AND (ERR < > 57) THEN
LOCATE 21, 10: PRINT "QB error #"; ERR; "in line"; ERL
INPUT #2, Error$
LOCATE 22, 10
PRINT "Dv488 driver returned error number ", Error$;
INPUT #2, Error$: PRINT Error$; : INPUT #2, Error$
END IF
STOP
Make.the.Cursors:
Cursor.bot = 1
Cursor.top = 11
Screen.Cursor$ = "G3 R6 H3"
PSET (10, 10)
DRAW Screen.Cursor$
GET (5, 5)-(15, 15), Image.1%
PSET (10, 10), 0
DRAW Screen.Cursor$
PSET (10, 10)
DRAW Screen.Cursor$
' Routine to draw the cursors
' Cursor 1 goes into an array
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GET (5, 5)-(15, 15), Image.2%
PSET (10, 10), 0
DRAW Screen.Cursor$
RETURN
Plot.the.data:
VIEW (1, 1)-(680, 298) 1
WINDOW (1, 0)-(Ndpts%, 11)
VIEW PRINT 24 TO 25
IF AtoD% = 2 THEN
LINE (1, 9)-(Ndpts%, 9)
END IF
ON ERROR GOTO 0
Step.Number% = 5
Cursor.Stepsize = 1
Step.Size = 1
Cursor.1 = 20
Cursor.2 = Ndpts% - 20
Shift.Cursor = 1
' Cursor 2 goes into an array
'print text on these lines
' Draw line for second set of data
LOCATE 24, 1 ' Place label, location, and cursor 1 on the graph
PRINT "Cursor 1 = "
LOCATE 24, 12: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.1)
PUT (Cursor.1 - Shift.Cursor, SigO(Cursor.1) + .3), Image.1%, XOR
LOCATE 24, 24 ' Place label, location, and cursor 2 on the graph
PRINT "Cursor 2 = "
LOCATE 24, 35: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.2)
PUT (Cursor.2 - Shift.Cursor, SigO(Cursor.2) + .3), Image.2%, XOR
LOCATE 24, 48: PRINT "Hit P to pick peak, Q to quit"
IF AtoD% = 2 THEN ' Plot two sets of data
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
PRESET (I, SigO(I) * .8)
LINE (I, SigO(I) * .8)-(I - 1, SigO(I - 1) * .8)
PRESET (I, (Sigl(I) * .2) + 9)
LINE (I, (Sigl(I) * .2) + 9)-(I - 1, (Sigl(I - 1) * .2) + 9)
NEXT I
ELSE ' Plot one set of data
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
PRESET (I, SigO(I))
LINE (I, SigO(I))-(I - 1, SigO(I - 1))
NEXT I
END IF
GOSUB Move.the.Cursors ' Goto Cursor moving routine
RETURN
Move.the.Cursors:
Cursor.No = Cursor.1
Position = 12
Counter.1 = 1153
Counter.2 = 2
Counter = Counter.1
Left.Window.End = 1
Right.Window.End = 1
Cursor$ = "1"
Flag = 1
Main.Loop:
DO
Ansl$ = INKEY$
Ans2$ = INKEY$
IF Ansl$ + Ans2$ = CHR$(0) + CHR$(75) THEN' Left arrow Scan Code
GOSUB Left.Arrow
END IF
IF Ansl$ + Ans2$ = CHR$(0) + CHR$(77) THEN' Right arrow Code
GOSUB Right.Arrow
END IF
IF Flag = 1 THEN ' Using Cursor 1
Cursor.1 = Cursor.No
Counter.1 = Counter
ELSEIF Flag = 2 THEN ' Using Cursor 2
Cursor.2 = Cursor.No
Counter.2 = Counter
END IF
IF Ansl$ = "C" OR Ansl$ = "c" THEN ' Change to other cursor
LOCATE 24, 1
PRINT "Which cursor? [1,2,] "
Cursor$ = INPUT$(1)
IF VAL(Cursor$) < 1 THEN
Cursor$ = "1"
END IF
GOSUB Cursor.Parameters
LOCATE 24, 1
PRINT SPACE$(25)
LOCATE 24, 1
PRINT "Cursor 1 = "
LOCATE 24, 12: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.1)
LOCATE 24, 24
PRINT "Cursor 2 = "
LOCATE 24, 35: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.2)
LOCATE 24, 48: PRINT "Hit P to pick peak, Q to quit"
END IF
IF Ansl$ = "P" OR Ansl$ = "p" THEN
Peak.Pick = 1
Peak$ (Curs or.1) = STR$(X(Cursor.1))
END IF
LOOP UNTIL Ansl$ = "Q" OR Ansl$ = "q"
ON ERROR GOTO 0
RETURN
Left.Arrow: ' Move cursor left across the screenDirection = 0
GOSUB Using.Put
Left.Window.End = 1
Cursor.No = Cursor.No - 1
GOSUB Using.Put
LOCATE 24, Position - 1: PRINT SPACE$(9)
LOCATE 24, Position: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.No)
RETURN
Right.Arrow:
Direction = 1
GOSUB Using.Put
Right.Window.End = 1
Cursor.No = Cursor.No + 1
GOSUB Using.Put
LOCATE 24, Position - 1: PRINT SPACE$(9)
LOCATE 24, Position: PRINT USING "#####.###"; X(Cursor.No)
RETURN
' Move cursor right across the screen
Using.Put: ' Erase or put cursor to new position
ON ERROR GOTO Function.Call
IF Cursor$ = "1" THEN
PUT (Cursor.No - Shift.Cursor,
END IF
Cursor$ = "2" THEN
PUT (Cursor.No - Shift.Cursor,
END IF
RETURN
Cursor.Parameters:
IF Cursor$ = "1" THEN
Cursor.No = Cursor.1
Position = 12
Flag = 1
Counter = Counter.1
ELSEIF Cursor$ = "2" THEN
Cursor.No = Cursor.2
Position = 36
Flag = 2
Counter = Counter.2
END IF
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT SPACE$(25)
RETURN
' To account for the edge of the screen
SigO(Cursor.No) + .3), Image.1%, XOR
SigO(Cursor.No) + .3), Image.2%, XOR
'Cursor 1 being used
'Change parameter to Cursor.1 value
'Flag 1 says using cursor.1
'Counter tabbing cursor across screen
Blank:
CLS
Forward = 0
Down = 0
X.Pos = 1
Y.Pos = 1
Time.Now = TIMER
'Erase the Cursor Question
' Blanking routine when program is not in use
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DO
IF Forward = 0 THEN
X.Pos = X.Pos + 11
IF X.Pos >= 66 THEN
Forward = 1
END IF
ELSE
X.Pos = X.Pos - 11
IF X.Pos <= 2 THEN
Forward = 0
END IF
END IF
IF Down = 0 THEN
Y.Pos = Y.Pos + 2
IF Y.Pos >= 23 THEN
Down = 1
END IF
ELSE
Y.Pos = Y.Pos - 2
IF Y.Pos <= 2 THEN
Down = 0
END IF
END IF
IF TIMER < Time.Now + (1 * 60) THEN' Timer section for words
LOCATE Y.Pos, X.Pos: PRINT "Press any key"
ELSEIF TIMER > Time.Now + (1 * 60) AND TIMER < Time.Now + (2 * 60) THEN
LOCATE Y.Pos, X.Pos: PRINT "Running amuck"
ELSEIF TIMER > Time.Now + 2 THEN
LOCATE Y.Pos, X.Pos: PRINT "Hello World"
END IF
IF TIMER > Time.Now + (3 * 60) THEN
Time.Now = TIMER
END IF
WHILE TIMER > 86395: WEND ' Account for midnight
set.time = TIMER + Speed: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
LOCATE Y.Pos, X.Pos: PRINT SPACE$(13)
LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ < > ""
Blank.activated = 1
RETURN
Blank.speed.or.time:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "Blanking speed or time? [S or T] "
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "Sr THEN
GOSUB Blank.speed
ELSEIF Ans$ = "T" THEN
GOSUB Blank.time
ELSE
Elapse.time = .5
Speed = .1156
END IF
RETURN
Blank.time:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10: INPUT "Enter the new blanking time.", Elapse.time
CLS
RETURN
Blank.speed:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10: INPUT "Enter the new blanking speed.", Speed
CLS
RETURN
Handler: ' Error routine for plotroutine
Number = ERR
IF Number = 53 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT "File Not Found"
PRINT "Press <RETURN> to resume program"
END IF
Ans$ = INPUT$(1)
RESUME redo: GOTO Main.Menu
redo:GOTO Main.Menu
File.Error:
PRINT : PRINT
IF ERR = 71 THEN
LOCATE 24, 10
PRINT "Disk Not Ready. Check the Disk Drive"
END IF
IF ERR = 55 THEN
PRINT "This file is not in the proper format for this program."
PRINT "The file must have 6 numbers in the following format"
PRINT "Dummyl, Dummy2"
PRINT "Dummy3, Dummy4"
PRINT "Dummy5, AtoD%"
PRINT "AtoD% is the number of data channels used 1 or 2"
PRINT "The data is in X,Y or X,Y,Y format."
PRINT "Make sure your data is in this format"
CLOSE
END IF
IF ERR = 53 OR ERR = 76 THEN
LOCATE 24, 10
PRINT "Invalid directory or file not found "; File$
LOCATE 24, 10
PRINT "Include extension if drive is other than default"
END IF
LOCATE 24, 10: PRINT "Hit any key to resume"
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> ""
RESUME Import.an.old.file157
Function.Call:
IF ERR = 5 THEN
IF Direction = 0 THEN
Left.Window.End = 0
ELSEIF Direction = 1 THEN
Right.Window.End = 0
END IF
END IF
RESUME NEXT
Quit:
CLS
END
FUNCTION Change.Units (Number.to.change)
Change.Units = 1E+08 / Number.to.change
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION Chkbusy
SHARED PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
OUT DBB, &H7F ' POLL FOR BUSY = 0
Chkbusy = 1
POLL2:
OUT DBB, &H7C ' 1100=READ STATUS
Status% = INP(DBC) ' READ STATUS
OUT DBB, &H7E
IF (Status% AND 4) = 0 THEN
GOTO OVERANDOUT ' Not Busy
ELSE
GOTO POLL2 ' Busy
END IF
OVERANDOUT:
OUT DBB, &H1F
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION Chkibf
SHARED PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN
Chkibf = 1
POLL1:
OUT DBB, &H1C ' Set RES and WR high, Read status mode
Status% = INP(DBC) ' D0 -D7 set for output, Read Port C
IF (Status% AND 2) = 0 THEN ' Logical And. Is the IBF line Low?
GOTO DONE ' If it is then exit the function
ELSE
GOTO POLL1 ' Not Low? Then read the port again
END IF
DONE:
OUT DBB, &H1F ' Reset all the Port B lines high
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION Chkobf
SHARED PORT, DBA, DBB, DBC, AOUT, AIN158
OUT PORT, AIN
Chkobf = 1
POLL:
OUT DBB, &HF
OUT DBB, &HC
OUT DBB, &HE
Status% = INP(DBA) ' READ STATUS
IF (Status% AND 1) = 0 THEN Chkobf = 0
IF Chkobf <> 0 THEN GOTO POLL
END FUNCTION
' SHARED PORT, DBA, AIN, DBRB
' SET PORT A FOR INPUT
'POLL FOR BUSY = 0
' 1100=READ STATUS
SUB Commout (COMMAND%) STATIC
SHARED PORT, AOUT, DBA, DBB
BUSY = Chkbusy
OUT DBA, COMMAND%
OUT DBB, &H1A
OUT DBB, &H1E
END SUB
' PUT DATA IN A
' 1010=WRITE COMMAND
' TOGGLE WRITE
SUB Cryocooler.Auto
CLS
Selection = 0
OPEN "$Dv488" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, "BUfferclear"
OPEN "$Dv488" FOR INPUT AS #2
ON ERROR GOTO CryoCooler.Error.Routine
PRINT #1, "Syscon Mad1=3 cic1=1 bal=&h200 clk=8"
LOCATE 1, 25: COLOR 0, 7: PRINT " 330 Temperature Controller"
COLOR 7, 0
LOCATE 2, 3: PRINT CHR$(201)
LOCATE 2, 78: PRINT CHR$(187)
LOCATE 16, 3: PRINT CHR$(200)
LOCATE 16, 78: PRINT CHR$(188)
FOR I = 4 TO 77
LOCATE 2, I: PRINT CHR$(205)
LOCATE 16, I: PRINT CHR$(205)
NEXT I
FOR I = 3 TO 15
LOCATE I, 3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I, 78: PRINT CHR$(186)'179
NEXT I
COLOR 0, 7
FOR I = 0 TO 11
LOCATE 4 + 2 * (I \ 2), 6 + 40 * (I MOD 2): PRINT I + 1;
NEXT I
COLOR 7, 0
LOCATE 4, 11: PRINT "Control Units"
LOCATE 4, 51: PRINT "Sample Units"
LOCATE 6, 11: PRINT "Control Channel"
LOCATE 6, 51: PRINT "Sample Channel"
LOCATE 8, 11: PRINT "Tune"
'218Upper Left Corner
'191Upper Right Corner
'192Lower Left Corner
'217Lower Right Corner
'196Upper Bar
'196Lower Bar159
LOCATE 8, 51: PRINT "Gain"
LOCATE 10, 11: PRINT "Ramping Program"
LOCATE 10, 51: PRINT "Heater Range"
LOCATE 12, 11: PRINT "Set Point"
LOCATE 12, 51: PRINT "Mode"
LOCATE 14, 11: PRINT "Control Sensor"
LOCATE 14, 51: PRINT "Sample Sensor"
GOSUB Control.Units.Query
GOSUB Sample.Units.Query
GOSUB Control.Channel.Query
GOSUB Sample.Channel.Query
GOSUB Tune.Query
GOSUB Gain.Query
GOSUB Heater.Range.Query
GOSUB Setpoint.Query
GOSUB Mode.Query
GOSUB Control.Data.Query
GOSUB Sample.Data.Query
LOCATE 10, 30: PRINT "OFF"
Non.Answer:
LOCATE 18, 15
PRINT "Hit C to select choice then the number or Q to quit"
DO
Ans.Loop$ = UCASE$(1NKEY$)
GOSUB Control.Data.Query
GOSUB Sample.Data.Query
LOOP UNTIL Ans.Loop$ = "C"
LOCATE 18, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 18, 20: PRINT "Enter your choice. [Q to Quit]"
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 18, 53: PRINT "";
LOCATE 18, 53
INPUT " ", CHOICE$
COLOR 7, 0
LOCATE 18, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
CHOICE$ = UCASE$(CHOICE$)
IF CHOICE$ <> "Q" THEN
CHOICE% = VAL(CHOICE$)
END IF
IF CHOICE$ = "Q" THEN
CLOSE #1: CLOSE #2
EXIT SUB
END IF
IF CHOICE% < 0 OR CHOICE% > 12 THEN GOTO Non.Answer
SELECT CASE CHOICE%
CASE 1: GOSUB Control.Units
CASE 2: GOSUB Sample.Units
CASE 3: GOSUB Control.Channel
CASE 4: GOSUB Sample.Channel160
CASE 5: GOSUB Tune
CASE 6: GOSUB Gain
CASE 7: GOSUB Rate
CASE 8: GOSUB Heater.Range
CASE 9: GOSUB Setpoint
CASE 10: GOSUB Mode
END SELECT
GOTO Non.Answer
Control.Units:
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "Enter the new control units. "
LOCATE 21, 10
INPUT "K(elvin), C(elsius), V(olts), R(ohms), M(millivolts)", Ans$
Ans$ = UCASE$(Ans$)
IF Ans$ = "V" OR Ans$ = "R" OR Ans$ = "M" THEN
Cuni$ = "Cuni S " + Ans$
ELSE
Cuni$ = "Cuni " + Ans$
END IF
Ans$ = Cuni$
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Control.Units.Query
set.time = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Control.Units.Query:
Ans$ = "Cuni?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Cuni$ = Ans$
IF Cuni$ = "K" THEN
Cuni$ = "Kelvin"
ELSEIF Cuni$ = "C" THEN
Cuni$ = "Celsius"
ELSEIF Cuni$ = 'V' THEN
Cuni$ = "Volts"
ELSEIF Cuni$ = "R" THEN
Cuni$ = "Ohms"
ELSEIF Cuni$ = "M" THEN
Cuni$ = "Millivolts"
END IF
LOCATE 4, 30: PRINT SPACE$(10)
LOCATE 4, 30: PRINT Cuni$
RETURN
Sample.Units:
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "Enter the new sample units."
LOCATE 21, 10161
INPUT "K(elvin), C(elsius), V(olts), R(ohms), M(millivolts)", Ans$
Ans$ = UCASE$(Ans$)
IF Ans$ = "V" OR Ans$ = "R" OR Ans$ = "M" THEN
Suni$ = "Suni S " + Ans$
ELSE
Suni$ = "Suni " + Ans$
END IF
Ans$ = Suni$
GOSUBTalk.To.Cooler
GOSUBSample.Units.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Sample.Units.Query:
Ans$ = "Suni?"
GOSUBTalk.To.Cooler
Suni$ = UCASE$(Ans$)
IF Suni$ = "K" THEN
Suni$ = "Kelvin"
ELSEIF Suni$ = "C" THEN
Suni$ = "Celsius"
ELSEIF Suni$ = "V" THEN
Suni$ = "Volts"
ELSEIF Cuni$ = "R" THEN
Suni$ = "Ohms"
ELSEIF Cuni$ = "M" THEN
Suni$ = "Millivolts"
END IF
LOCATE 4, 68: PRINT Suni$
RETURN
Control.Channel:
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT "Enter the new control channel. [A orB] ",Ans$
Ans$ = "Cchn " + UCASE$(Ans$)
GOSUBTalk.To.Cooler
GOSUBControl.Channel.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Control.Channel.Query:
Ans$ = "Cchn?"
GOSUBTalk.To.Cooler
Cchn$ = UCASE$(Ans$)
LOCATE 6, 30: PRINT Cchn$
RETURN
Sample.Channel:
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT "Enter the new sample channel. [A orB] ",Ans$162
Ans$ = "Schn " + UCASE$(Ans$)
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Sample.Channel.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Sample.Channel.Query:
Ans$"Schn?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Schn$ = UCASE$(Ans$)
LOCATE 6, 68: PRINT Schn$
RETURN
Tune:
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "Enter the new tune status. "
LOCATE 21, 10
INPUT "0(Off), 1(P), 2(PI), 3(PID) ", Ans$
Ans$ = "Tune " + Ans$ + "."
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Tune.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Tune.Query:
Ans$ = "Tune?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Tune% = VAL(Ans$)
IF Tune% = 0 THEN
Tune$ = "OFF"
ELSEIF Tune% = 1 THEN
Tune$ = "P"
ELSEIF Tune% = 2 THEN
Tune$"PI"
ELSEIF Tune% = 3 THEN
Tune$ = "PID"
END IF
LOCATE 8, 30: PRINT SPACE$(10)
LOCATE 8, 30: PRINT Tune$
RETURN
Gain:
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT "Enter the new gain. [Value between 0 and 999] ", Ans$
Ans$ = "Gain " + Ans$ + "."
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Gain.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN163
Gain.Query:
Ans$ = "Gain?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Gain% = VAL(Ans$)
LOCATE 8, 67: PRINT Gain%
RETURN
Rate:
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "There is a choice of Two Ramp Programs"
LOCATE 21, 10
PRINT "The choices are 1) Ramp down in even increments."
LOCATE 22, 10
PRINT "2) Ramp at three different speeds. [1 or 2]"
Ans$ = INPUT$(1)
LOCATE 19, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 19, 10
INPUT "Input the Starting Temperature ", Start.Temp!
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT "Input the Final Temperature", Final.Temp!
IF Ans$ = "2" THEN GOTO Rate2
Rate 1:
delay = 0
LOCATE 21, 10
INPUT "Default stepsize is .5 degrees <Enter> for default ", Step.Size!
LOCATE 22, 10:
INPUT "Delay time at each temperature default = 5 minutes ", delay
IF delay = 0 THEN delay = 5
IF Step.Size! = 0 THEN Step.Size! = .5
Delta.T = ABS(Final.Temp! - Start.Temp!)
Ndpts = Delta.T / Step.Size!
LOCATE 10, 30: PRINT SPACE$(3): LOCATE 10, 30: PRINT "ON"
Ramp.Temp! = Start.Temp!
LOCATE 19, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
GOSUB Ramp.Step
LOCATE 10, 30: PRINT SPACE$(3): LOCATE 10, 30: PRINT "OFF"
RETURN
Rate2:
LOCATE 21, 10
PRINT "The default stepsizes are 10,5,1 degrees per step"
LOCATE 22, 10
PRINT "Input new Stepsizes or use default [10,5,1 deg] [Y or N] "
LOCATE 23, 10:
INPUT "Delay time at each temperature default = 5 minutes ", delay164
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "N" THEN
Step.Sizel = 10: Step.Size2 = 5: Step.Size3 = 1
ELSE
LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 23, 10: INPUT "First Step Size", Step.Sizel
LOCATE 23, 27: PRINT SPACE$(20)
LOCATE 23, 10: INPUT "Second Step Size ", Step.Size2
LOCATE 23, 27: PRINT SPACE$(20)
LOCATE 23, 10: INPUT "Third Step Size", Step.Size3
END IF
Total.Temp.Diff = ABS(Final.Temp - Start.Temp)
Ramp.Point = Total.Temp.Diff * .8 '80% of Total
First.Ramp.Temp = ABS(Start.Temp - Ramp.Point)
Step.Size = Step.Sizel
Ndpts = Ramp.Point / Step.Size
LOCATE 10, 29: PRINT Step.Size
Ans$ = " "
Ramp.Temp = Start.Temp
GOSUB Ramp.Step
Second.Temp.Diff = ABS(Final.Temp - Ramp.Temp)
Second.Ramp.Point = Second.Temp.Diff * .9
Step.Size = Step.Size2
LOCATE 10, 29: PRINT Step.Size
Ndpts = Second.Ramp.Point / Step.Size
GOSUB Ramp.Step
Third.Temp.Diff = ABS(Final.Temp - Ramp.Temp)
Step.Size = Step.Size3
LOCATE 10, 29: PRINT SPACE$(5): LOCATE 10, 30: PRINT "ON"
Ndpts = Third.Temp.Diff / Step.Size
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Ramp.Step:
LOCATE 18, 5: PRINT "Step increment"; Step.Size; "degrees"
LOCATE 19, 5: PRINT "Time at each point "; delay; "minutes"
LOCATE 20, 5: PRINT "Delay time left"
LOCATE 21, 5: PRINT "End temperature"; Final.Temp!
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts
IF Final.Temp! < Start.Temp! THEN
Ramp.Temp! = Ramp.Temp! - Step.Size!
ELSEIF Final.Temp! > Start.Temp! THEN
Ramp.Temp! = Ramp.Temp! + Step.Size!
END IF
Ans$ = "Setp" + STR$(Ramp.Temp!) + ".000"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Setpoint.Query
WHILE ABS(Cdat - Ramp.Temp!) > .05165
GOSUB Control.Data.Query
GOSUB Sample.Data.Query
WEND
LOCATE 23, 30: PRINT "Q returns to main Menu"
Hold.time = TIMER
set.time = TIMER + (delay * 60)
LOCATE 20, 31: PRINT "minutes"
WHILE TIMER < set.time
LOCATE 20, 20: PRINT USING "###.#####"; (set.time - TIMER) / 60
GOSUB Control.Data.Query
GOSUB Sample.Data.Query
IF Hold.time > TIMER THEN
Hold.time = TIMER
set.time = TIMER + (delay * 60)
END IF
Ans$ = INKEY$
Ans$ = UCASE$(Ans$)
IF Ans$ = "Q" THEN
set.time = TIMER
I = Ndpts
END IF
WEND
NEXT I
LOCATE 18, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 19, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Heater.Range:
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "Enter the new heater range. "
LOCATE 21, 10
INPUT "0(Off), 1(Low), 2(Med), 3(High) ", Ans
Ans$ = "Rang" + Ans$ + "."
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Heater.Range.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Heater.Range.Query:
Ans$ = "Rang?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
IF Ans$ = "0" THEN
Rang$ = "OFF"
ELSEIF Ans$ = "1" THEN
Rang$ = "Low"
ELSEIF Ans$ = "2" THEN
Rang$ = "Med"
ELSEIF Ans$ = "3" THEN
Rang$ = "High"166
END IF
LOCATE 10, 68: PRINT Rang$
RETURN
Setpoint:
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT "Enter the new Setpoint. ", Ans$
Temp$ = Ans$
GOSUB Control.Units.Query
IF Ans$ = "C" AND VAL(Temp$) > 0 THEN
LOCATE 22, 10: PRINT "Do you really want positive celcius? [Y or N]"
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
END IF
IF Ans$ = "Y" THEN
Ans$ = "Setp" + Temp$
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Setpoint.Query
END IF
IF Ans$ = "C" AND VAL(Temp$) < 0 THEN
Ans$ = "Setp" + Temp$
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Setpoint.Query
END IF
IF Ans$ = "K" THEN
Ans$ = "Setp" + Temp$
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Setpoint.Query
END IF
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Setpoint.Query:
Ans$ = "Setp?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Setp = VAL(Ans$)
LOCATE 12, 29: PRINT USING "####.##"; Setp
RETURN
Mode:
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT "Enter the new mode. [1(Remote), 2(With Local Lockout)]", Ans$
Ans$ = "Mode " + Ans$ + "."
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
GOSUB Mode.Query
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
Mode.Query:
Ans$ = "Mode?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler167
Mode% = VAL(Ans$)
IF Mode% = 0 THEN
Mode$ = "Local"
ELSEIF Mode% = 1 THEN
Mode$ = "Remote"
ELSEIF Mode% = 2 THEN
Mode$ = "Lockout"
END IF
LOCATE 12, 68: PRINT SPACE$(10)
LOCATE 12, 68: PRINT Mode$
RETURN
Control.Data.Query:
Ans$ = "Cdat?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Cdat = VAL(Ans$)
LOCATE 14, 29: PRINT USING "####.##"; Cdat
RETURN
Sample.Data.Query:
Ans$ = "Sdat?"
GOSUB Talk.To.Cooler
Sdat = VAL(Ans$)
LOCATE 14, 67: PRINT USING "####.##"; Sdat
RETURN
Return.to.Main.Menu:
PRINT #1, "LOcal 12"
CLOSE
CLS
END
Talk.To.Cooler:
PRINT #1, "OUTput 12 $ +", Ans$
PRINT #1, "ENter 12 $"
INPUT #2, Ans$
RETURN
END SUB
FUNCTION Hilo (X, Y)
IF X > Y THEN
Hilo = 1
ELSEIF X < Y THEN
Hilo = 0
END IF
END FUNCTION
SUB MCU3 (NP%, di, es%)
' MCU-3 INTERFACE VIA METRABYTE PI012 24BIT PARALLEL INTERFACE
CONSPEED:168
IF di = 0 THEN
COMMAND% = &H44
ELSEIF di = 1 THEN
COMMAND% = &H4C
END IF
Rate% = 255
PULSELO% = NP% MOD 255
PULSEHI% = (NP% - PULSELO%) / 255
IF PULSEHI% < 0 THEN PULSEHI% = 0
CALL Conimout(COMMAND%)
Dataout% = Rate%
CALL Senddata(Dataout%)
Dataout% = PULSELO%
CALL Senddata(Dataout%)
Dataout% = PULSEHI%
CALL Senddata(Dataout%)
Dataout% = 0
CALL Senddata(Dataout%)
END SUB
SUB Plotroutine (Ndpts%, AerO, Aerl, Steps, Sig(), File$)
DIM SIGX(3000)
DEFINT A-H
SCREEN 0
CLS
GOSUB OUTPUT.TYPE
GOSUB GET.DAT
GOSUB X.Y.TICK
GOSUB LABLES
GOSUB PLOT.DAT
GOSUB TITLES
GOSUB CHOICE.PARAMETERS
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
CLOSE #1
LJP$ = "L"
EXIT SUB
OUTPUT.TYPE:
againl:
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "Would you like to plot this on the HP7470A"
LOCATE 11, 10: PRINT "or the LASERJET [H OR L] ?"
LOCATE 12, 10: PRINT "Q to quit"
Ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF Ans$ = "H" THEN HPlot$ = Ans$ ELSE HPlot$ = ""
IF Ans$ = "L" THEN LJP$ = Ans$ ELSE LJP$ = ""
IF HPlot$ = "H" THEN OPEN "COM1: 9600" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
IF LJP$ = "L" THEN
defilel$ = "C: \QB45 \OUTPUT.PLT"
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 12, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 5169
PRINT "The Output file will be called"; defilel$
IF FILE1$ = "" THEN FILE1$ = defilel$
FILE1$ = UCASE$(FILE1$)
OPEN FILE1$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
END IF
IF Ans$ = "Q" THEN CLOSE #1: EXIT SUB
IF Ans$ = "" THEN
LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT " You must answer ": GOTO againl
END IF
RETURN
GET.DAT:
again2:
CLS
defile2$ = File$
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "Enter the name of the data file ": LOCATE 11, 5
PRINT "plus the path:[default = "; defile2$;
INPUT "1", FILEO$
IF FILEO$ = "" AND defile2$ <> "" THEN FILEO$ = defile2$
IF FILEO$ = "" THEN EXIT SUB
FILEO$ = UCASEVFILE0$)
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
ON ERROR GOTO Handler
OPEN FILEO$ FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, AerO, Aerl
INPUT #2, Steps, SHOTS
INPUT #2, ShiftO, AtoD%
Ndpts% = (Aerl - AerO) / Steps + 1
IF AtoD% = 1 THEN
FOR idat = 1 TO Ndpts%
INPUT #2, SIGX(idat), Sig(idat)
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT USING "####.##+##.###"; SIGX(idat); Sig(idat)
NEXT idat
ELSEIF AtoD% = 2 THEN
FOR idat = 1 TO Ndpts%
INPUT #2, SIGX(idat), Sig(idat), Dummy
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT USING "####.##+##.###"; SIGX(idat); Sig(idat)
NEXT idat
END IF
CLOSE #2
AerO = SIGX(1)
Aerl = SIGX(Ndpts%)
RETURN
X.Y.TICK:
Xtic = Ndpts% / 10: ytic = 1
xbox = Xtic / 10 ' Box around Data point
ybox = ytic / 10 ' Part of the Box
mx = Ndpts% / 200: my = 10 / 200
PRINT #1, "IN IP 0 0 10300 7560 SC"; .13 * -Ndpts%; 1.3 * Ndpts%; -2; 10.8; ";"170
PRINT #1, "SP 1 PU PA"; 0; 0; "PD"; 0; 10; Ndpts%; 10; Ndpts%; 0; 0; 0; ";"
FOR X = Xtic TO Ndpts% STEP Xtic
PRINT #1, "PU PA"; X; my; "PD"; X; "0 PU;";
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
PRINT #1,
FOR Y = ytic TO (10) STEP ytic
PRINT #1, "PA"; 0; Y; "PD"; mx; Y; "PU;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + .2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
Xlabel$ = "PU####.#,-.2;CP-3.5 -.5;LB####.##" + CHR$(3) + ";"
FOR X = 0 TO 1.05 * Ndpts% STEP 2 * Xtic
Xlabel = AerO + (X / Ndpts%) * (Aerl - AerO)
PRINT #1; USING Xlabel$; X; Xlabel
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
Ylabel$ = "PUO,##.##;CP-5.25 -.25;LB##.##" + CHR$(3) + ";"
FOR Y = 0 TO 10 STEP 2
PRINT #1, USING Ylabel$; Y; Y
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
RETURN
LABLES:
'This routine Lables the axes with x = wavenumbers and
' y = volts
Term$ = CHR$(3)
Xlable$ = "WAVENUMBERS"
X1b1 = LEN(Xlable$) + 1
PRINT #1, "PU"; Ndpts% / 2; -1; "CP"; -(X1b1/ 2); -.5; "LB"; Xlable$; Term$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
Ylable$ = "VOLTS"
ylbl = LEN(Ylable$)
PRINT #1, "PU"; -.1 * Ndpts%; 5; "DI 0 1"; "CP"; -(y1b1 / 2), 0; "LB"; Ylable$; Term$
RETURN
PLOT.DAT:
PRINT #1, "SP 2;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 15: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "PA PU"; 1; Sig(1); ";"
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
Sig(I) = Sig(I) + .1'Keep Printer on track171
PRINT #1, "PD"; I; Sig(I); ";"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + .08: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT I
PRINT #1, "PU;SP;"
RETURN
TITLES:
'The routine Titles inputs the title of the plot
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 1
INPUT "What is the Title"; title$
RETURN
CHOICE.PARAMETERS:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 8, 3: PRINT CHR$(201) '218
LOCATE 8, 72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191
LOCATE 20, 3: PRINT CHR$(200) '192
LOCATE 20, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 4 TO 71
LOCATE 8, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 20, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 9 TO 19
LOCATE I, 3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I, 72: PRINT CHR$(186)'179
NEXT I
LOCATE 4, 12: PRINT "You Have The Following Plot Information Choices"
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "YOU MAY: ": LOCATE 12, 5
PRINT "Print data acquisition parameters from a menu "
LOCATE 14, 5
PRINT "Input your own text "
LOCATE 16, 5
PRINT "Print the title only ":
LOCATE 18, 5
PRINT "or <RETURN> for none of the above "
LOCATE 22, 20: PRINT "Choose [1,2,3 or Return] ",
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 12, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "1" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 14, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "2" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 16, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "3" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 18, 59: PRINT "Return"
COLOR 7, 0
ans3$ = INPUT$(1)
ans3 = VAL(ans3$)
IF ans3 = 1 THEN GOSUB Parameters
IF ans3 = 2 THEN GOSUB SOME.TEXT
IF ans3 = 3 THEN GOSUB PRINT.TITLE172
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
RETURN
Parameters:
'This routine gives a menu of parameters and allows the changing
'of the values. Only the parameters in the menu may be printed.
CLS
mopt = 0
MENU2:
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 8, 1
LOCATE 6, 3: PRINT CHR$(201) '218
LOCATE 6, 72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191
LOCATE 18, 3: PRINT CHR$(200) '192
LOCATE 18, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 4 TO 71
LOCATE 6, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 18, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 7 TO 17
LOCATE I, 3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I, 72: PRINT CHR$(186)'179
NEXT I
FOR I = 0 TO 8
LOCATE 8 + 2 * (I \ 2), 6 + 40 * (I MOD 2): PRINT I + 1
NEXT I
LOCATE 8, 11: PRINT "PMT";
LOCATE 8, 51: PRINT "MON SLIT";
LOCATE 10, 11: PRINT "GAIN";
LOCATE 10, 51: PRINT "TIME CST";
LOCATE 12, 11: PRINT "DYE BM";
LOCATE 12, 51: PRINT "PRESSURE";
LOCATE 14, 11: PRINT "STEPS";
LOCATE 14, 51: PRINT "SHOTS";
LOCATE 16, 11: PRINT "OD";
NNUM:
LOCATE 8, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 8, 25: PRINT PMT;
LOCATE 8, 65: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 8, 65: PRINT MON.SLIT;
LOCATE 10, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 10, 25: PRINT Gain;
LOCATE 10, 65: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 10, 65: PRINT TIME.CST;
LOCATE 12, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 12, 25: PRINT DYE.BM;
LOCATE 12, 65: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 12, 65: PRINT PRESS;
LOCATE 14, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 14, 25: PRINT Steps;
LOCATE 14, 65: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 14, 65: PRINT SHOTS;
LOCATE 16, 25: PRINT SPACE$(7): LOCATE 16, 25: PRINT OD;
IF mopt <> 0 GOTO CHANGE.PARAM
LOCATE 3, 5
PRINT "Would you like to change the parameters? [YIN]",
Ansl$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 3, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79);
IF Ansl$ = "Y" GOTO CHANGE.PARAM173
LOCATE 4, 5
PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO PRINT THE PARAMETERS? [YIN]",
Ans2$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 4, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF Ans2$ = "Y" GOTO PRINT.PARAM
IF Ans2$ = "N" GOTO CHOICE.PARAMETERS
RETURN
CHANGE.PARAM:
LOCATE 20, 5
INPUT "Enter the number of the parameter to be changed: [0 to quit]", mopt
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF mopt = 0 GOTO NNUM
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 21, 5
INPUT "Enter the new value", New
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF mopt = 1 THEN PMT = New
IF mopt = 2 THEN MON.SLIT = New
IF mopt = 3 THEN Gain = New
IF mopt = 4 THEN TIME.CST = New
IF mopt = 5 THEN DYE.BM = New
IF mopt = 6 THEN PRESS = New
IF mopt = 7 THEN Steps = New
IF mopt = 8 THEN SHOTS = New
IF mopt = 9 THEN OD = New
GOTO NNUM
PRINT.PARAM:
GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
PRINT #1, "PU 2 1;LBPMT "; SPACE$(5); PMT; TAB(23); "MON SLITS"; MON.SLIT;
TAB(44); "GAIN"; Gain; lf$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 7: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "PU 1 1;LBTIME.CST "; TIME.CST; TAB(23); "DYE BM"; DYE.BM; TAB(44);
"PRESS "; PRESS; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU 0 1;LBSTEPS "; SPACE$(3); Steps; TAB(23); "SHOTS "; SHOTS;
TAB(44); "OD"; OD; Term$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 4: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
' PRINT #1, "PU -1 1;LB"; param4$; lf$
' PRINT #1, "PU -2 1;LB"; param5$; Term$
RETURN
SOME.TEXT:
' This Subroutine allows the input of 5 lines of your own choosing
' after the file name and the title have been printed
CLS
LOCATE 7, 5
PRINT "5 lines of text may be written at this point. {E will exit }"
LOCATE 8, 5: PRINT "Type <Return> to begin."
LOCATE 9, 5
PRINT "Type <Return> at the end of each line.": LOCATE 11, 5
Ansl$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))IF Ansl$ = "E" GOTO CHOICE.PARAMETERS
LINE INPUT "1.)"; Textl$: LOCATE 12, 5
LINE INPUT "2.)"; Text2$: LOCATE 13, 5:
LINE INPUT "3.)"; Text3$: LOCATE 14, 5
LINE INPUT "4.)"; Text4$: LOCATE 15, 5
LINE INPUT "5.)"; Text5$:
GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "PU 2 1; LB"; Textl$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU 1 1; LB"; Text2$; lf$
IF Textl$ = "" THEN GOTO skipl
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 7: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
skipl:
PRINT #1, "PU 0 1; LB"; Text3$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU -1 1; LB"; Text4$; lf$
IF Text3$ = "" THEN GOTO skip2
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
skip2:
PRINT #1, "PU -2 1; LB"; Text5$; Term$
RETURN
PRINT.TITLE:
Term$ = CHR$(3)
lf$ = CHR$(10) + CHR$(13) + CHR$(3)
PRINT #1, "SP 1;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "SC -30 5 -1 1;"
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI .298 .405;PU 5 1; CP 0,-1;LB"; FILEO$; ""; title$; Term$
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI .19 .27;PU 5 1; CP 0,-3;LBDate:"; DATE$; SPACE$(5); "Time:
TIME$; lf$
RETURN
END SUB
DEFSNG A-H
FUNCTION Raman.Shift (YAG.frequency, Current.Position) STATIC
Raman.Shift = YAG.frequency - Current.Position
END FUNCTION
SUB Senddata (Dataout%) STATIC
SHARED PORT, AOUT, DBA, DBB
IBF = Chkibf
OUT DBA, Dataout%
OUT DBB, &H1B
OUT DBB, &H1F
END SUB
' PUT DATA IN A'
' 1011=WRITE DATA
' TOGGLE WRITE
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